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Chapter 1 

Introduction. 

This annua] report summarizes the research and development activities of 
the Section for Nuclear Physics at The University of Oslo in 19S8. It includes 
experimental and theoretical nuclear physics, as well as other fields of physics 
in which members of the section have participated. The report describes 
completed projects and work currently in progress. 

The experimental activities in nuclear physics have mainly been cen
tered around the Cyclotron Laboratory with the SCANDITRONIX MC-35 
Cyclotron. Thanks to a generous grant from the Norwegian Research Coun
cil for Science and Humanities (NAVF) the CACTUS multidetector system 
has been realised and will soon be operating. With 8 particle telescopes, 28 
Nal detectors and 2 Ge detectors this experimental arrangement represents 
a major improvement compared to earlier set-ups in our laboratory. We 
believe the results will justify the investment of close to 1.8 Mill, kr and 
months of work by several people. 

The many parameters from CACTUS to be read by the computer has 
made s major software development necessary. The project has been di
rected by our section engineer, Tore RamMy, who ia engaged for this purpose 
on a three year contract with NAVF. The work is now nearly completed. 
The nuclear physics group in Bergen ha* participated in the software devel
opment. 

Even though the realisation of the CACTUS project has taken most of 
the time for the experimental physicists this year, the analysis of old data 
has continued and some new experiments have been completed, the main 
topic being the study of highly excited nuclear states at low spin. Interesting 
results have boso obtained as described in this report. 

A visiting scientist Jan Kownackl (supported by NAVF), has spent con
siderable lime on a major overhaul of tbe electron spsctrotntUr. The instru
ment can now be used for ia-beam measurements of conversion electrons, 
and may give valuable information supplementing measurements with tbe 
CACTUS system. 

Tbe collaboration with foreign laboratoria* ba* continued in 1988. We 
participate in the Nordic collaboration, NOROBALL, and experiment* have 
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been carried out at the Niels Bohr Tandem Accelerator Laboratory in Risø 
and at the Daresbury Laboratory in England. A cooperation with the Kern-
fysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI) in Groningen was started in 1987, and new 
experiments will be carried out in the spring 1989. 

In our theoretical studies, the investigations of many-body problems, 
nuclear structure and reactions continue to be the main topics. The study 
of problems related to the foundations of quantum mechanics is also pursued. 
Members of our theory group have formed a collaboration with colleagues in 
Bergen, in order to study the properties of nuclear matter as they appear in 
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The ultimate aim of these investigations will 
be to find possible signatures of a phase transition to quark-gluon plasma. 
A small grant has been obtained from NAVF to this project, and a new joint 
project proposal from Oslo and Bergen is being submitted for 1990. 

Some of the members of the Section for Nuclear Physics have continued 
their participation in solar energy research together with other physicists in 
the institute. From Jan. 1,1989 all participants in this activity will become 
members of our section. 

One of the section members, A. Storrus te, has continued his cooperation 
with the National Institute of Radiation Hygiene (SIS) and the University 
Division of Occupational Health and Working Environement. He has espe
cially been involved in measurements of concentration of radon and radon 
daughter products in houses. He has also continued his participating in a 
study of respirative heat loss by deep sea divers. Both this and the solar 
energy project demonstrates that knowledge and experience from one field 
in physics often are of great value in other fields which may seem rather 
remote. 

At the end of 1988 three students (for the degree Cand. Seient.) and five 
postgraduate students (for the dagne Dr. Scient.) ware associated with the 
•action. On* IAESTE summer student worked with the group in Aug./Sept. 

The operation of the cyclotron have given us more problems this year 
than usual. It is apparent that many parte have a limited lifetime. The 
need of more preventive maintenance is strongly felt, but so far it has bean 
impossible to increase the terhnirsl staff. Although our two sngineere, E. A. 
Olsen and J. Wilnie, are exceptional competent and efficient in keeping the 
cyclotron and other equipments in operation, more help would have been 
very valuable. 

The University covers the bask costs of running the cyclotron laboratory. 
However, the experimental activity would not have been possible without 
the continued rapport from the Norwegian Research Council for Science and 
Humanities (NAVF). Support from the Nordic Committee for Accelerator 
Baaed Research (NOAC) and the Nordic Institute of Theoretical Atomic 
Physics (NORDITA) is also greatly appreciated. The work in solar energy 
research ie mainly supported by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, the 
Ministry of EnvironmenU and lbs Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research (NTNF). 
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After serving as leader of the Section for Nuclear Physics for six years 
Trygve Holtebekk could not be persuaded to continue for another year. All 
members of the section are grateful to him for the excellent way he has taken 
care of the administration of the section. 

Finally the dedicated efforts of Torgeir Engeland and Magne Guttorm
sen who have served as editors of this report, are greatly appreciated by the 
rest of the Section of Nuclear Physics. 

Blindern, April 1989 
Svein Messelt 
Leader of the Section for Nuclear Physics 
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Chapter 2 

Personel 

2.1 Research Staff 
Harald Andia Research ass. (NAVF) (from Aug. 1) 
Hanne Arnesen Research an. (trom July 1.) 
Ayae Atac Research a». 
Torgeir Engeland Assoc, prof. 
Ivar Eape Assoc, prof. 
Ole Kristoffer Gjstterud Assoc, prof. 
Magne Guttormsen Assoc, prof. 
Trygve Holtebekk Assoc, prof. (Section Leader to Aug.l) 
Finn Ingebretsen Assoc, prof. (Head Phys. Dept. to Aug.l) 
Svein Measelt Assoc, prof. (Section Leader from Aug.l) 
Eivind Otnes Professor 
John Rekstad Professor 
Anders Storruste Senior scientist 
Roald Tangen Prof. emer. 
Per Olav TjsTO Professor 
Trine Spedstad Tveter Rsssarch ass. (NAVF) 

2.2 Technical Staff 
Eivind Atle Olsen Section engineer 
Tore Ramssy Section engineer (NAVF) 
Jon Wiline Section engineer 

2.3 Coopwratora, Raaaarch Staff at Sactlon for 
Elactronlca and Maararamant 

Gisle Midttun Assoc, prof. 
Bernhard Skasli Professor 
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2.4 Visiting Scientists 
Jan Kownacki, on leave from Institute of Exptl. Physics, University of War
saw, Poland (from Febr. 1.) 

2.5 Students 
As of December 31. 1988, 3 graduate students (for the degree Cand. Scient.) 
and 5 post-graduate students (for the degree Dr.Scient.) were associated 
with the section. 
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Chapter 3 

The Cyclotron. 

3.1 Operation and Maintenance. 
E. A. Olsen, J. Wikne, T. Holtebekk and S. Messelt 

Due to the construction of the CACTUS letup, installing of the new com
puter (NORD-5800) and revision of the data acquisition system, the demand 
for beam time was less in 1987 than before. The total beam time used for 
experiments in nuclear physics was 651 hours, and for nuclear chemistry 28 
hours. In 50% of the time protons were accelerated, while 'He and 'He were 
used 38% and 12% of the time. 

The general overhaul of the cyclotron which was started at the end of 
1087 continued for more than a month in 1988, and there has also been 
several scheduled and unscheduled maintenance periods during the year. 
Several components seems to be approaching the limit where they should 
be replaced, but due to lack of manpower it is difficult to keep an effective 
preventive maintenance. 
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Chapter 4 

Data Acquisition System 

4.1 Computer and Data Acquisition Hardware 
4.1.1 Computer and D a t a Acquis i t ion Configuration 

The data acquisition system is based on a super-minicomputer with the 
CAMAC interface standard. The configuration is: 

NORD-5800 computer with: 
SINTRAN III operating system 
20 Mb memory, 384 Kb cache memory 

1 450 Mb disk drive 
1 70 Mb removable cartridge 
1 Floppy disk drive, high density 
1 MT unit, 1600/6250 BPI 
1 HP-7550A graphics plotter 
1 Philips GP 300 printer 
1 Genicom 340 lin» printer 
1 Texas Instrument* Omni-600 printer 
1 Epson LX -80 printer 
2 Interactive work stations, each with: 

a) "DICO* vidso colour display, 8 colours, 384 lines each 
with 288 pixels, display controller and video memory in 
CAMAC. Another CAMAC module is used for cursor gen
eration and colour transposition from 8 to 4096 possible 
colours. 

b) CRT terminal 

1 Tektronix 4612 video bard copy unit 
30 Terminal connections via the local are* network, NET/ONE 
1 Elberjet connection, TCP/IP software 
I X.28 connection. Coloured Books Ble transfer protocol 
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2 Local terminals 
2 CAMAC crates 
1 MF-VME DOMINO Controller 

15 ADCs interfaced via CAMAC, controlled in 
multiparameter mode by an ADC scanner mod
ule. 

4.1.2 D a t a Acquis i t ion Hardware 

T. Ramsøy, G. Midttun, B. Skaali, J. Wikne 

No changes have been done in the CAMAC data acquisition hardware in 
1988. The system will be replaced by a VME based data acquisition syBtern 
in 1989. 

4.2 Data Aquisition Software 

4.2.1 The D a t a Acquisit ion Program SHIVA 

B. Skaali 

SHIVA is the main data acquisition and data analysis program at the lab
oratory. It handles singles and multiparameter data acquisition and off-line 
sorting (playback) from magnetic tape. 

The current version of SHIVA runs in the ND-120 front-end processor. 
The SHIVA system is comprised of a number of Real Time programs. The 
data acquisition is handled by special intemipt drivers that have been added 
to the SINTRAN operating system. The SHIVA programs have access to 
common data areas that contain 1-and 2~dime&sional spectra (histograms). 
The communication between the programs is implemented by means of the 
real time facilities of the operating system SINTRAN-III. 

The algorithms for sorting of multiparameter data are coded in an Algol
like language which is called TONE. This language has been described in 
previous annual reports. The TONE compiler generates executable machine 
code which is loaded as a procedure into the SHIVA system. The spectra 
which are denned by the sorting algorithm can be allocated in the ND-120 
memory or on a virtual memory area on disc. The maximum sise of this 
virtual memory is 512 K words. The access of spectra on the virtual memory 
is completely transparent for the user. 

A ND-6800 version of SHIVA is under design. This program will in 
particular be used for analysis of multi-dimensional spectra where the large 
address space of thia computer is needed. The data acquisition will also in 
the future be handled by the ND-120 front-end processor. 
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4.3 DAISY, a V M E Based Data Acquisition Sys
tem for the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory 

T. Ramsøy 

4.3.1 Introduct ion 

A modular front-end data acquisition system based on the VMEbus standard 
has been constructed. The system has been designed to handle the read-out 
and formatting of data from the CACTUS multidetector set-up. The data 
rate from the CACTUS is estimated to reach 3000 events/s. The average 
length of an event is about 10 longwords, giving a maximum datarate of 120 
kB/s. During 1988 all hardware components needed to make the system 
operative have either been purchased or constructed. 
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Figure 4.1: DAISY. • VME Band Data Acquisition System 
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Fig.4.1 showa a block diagram of the front-end acquisition syBtem. The 
Trigger Pattern Units I > 2 ' 3 ) which supplies the hit-pattern has been designed, 
produced and tested. Currently, four units are avaiable. The interface to 
NIM ADC's 1 > 4 ) has been produced in collaboration with the Niels Bohr 
Institute. One NIM interface system, able to handle 16 ADC's, is currently 
available at the cyclotron laboratory. 

4.3.2 Link t o the N D - 5 S 0 0 computer 

An interface between ND computers and the VMEbus has been developed 
by Norsk Data. 

VBR 

VMV 
REC-
avra 

1 < VMEbus > 
f 

> Vet YBR ND-5B04 > 
VMV 

IRW» 
UTTER 

VMV 
BEC-
BVEB 
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VMV 

IRW» 
UTTER 

VMV 
BEC-
BVEB 

|LJ| 
< INTERNAL V M E D U S ( 3 s l o t s ) > 

1 
VME Interface DOMINO 

CONTROLLER 
• MC68020 

1 MB 
ORAM 

DOMINO 
CONTROLLER 

OCTOBUS I " « u s 
Interface I Adapter 

DOMINO 
CONTROLLER 

1 1 
< nrouj > 

• < U. IUHS i 
J 

Figure 4.2: VME lo Nord link 

A prototype of thii MFbus lo VME inurface. called a DOMINO con
troller *), ha» been installed on our ND-MOO computer. The interface mod-
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ule is designed according to the "DOMINO" concept which is a standard
ization of I/O controllers for the ND-5000 series. The module has interfaces 
to MFbus, the main bus of the ND computers, and to a serial communica
tion bus, Octobus. The module is located in the ND-5000 card cage. The 
idea was that a 3-slot VME card cage should be plugged directly onto the 
back-wiring of the ND-5000 crate. However, our computer has not got the 
proper ND-5000 series cabinet, the so-called MAXON cabinet, so this was 
not possible. The problem has been solved by extending the VMEbus by a 
70 cm long flat-ribbon cable. This is not according to the VMEbus speci
fications e ) . However, no problema have occured during testing. A sketch 
of the link is shown in fig.4.2. The interconnection of the VME crate inside 
the computer and the front-end VME system is established using a VME-
VME link from Creative Electronic Systems 7 ) . The transfer speed over the 
MFbus to VME link has been measured to be close to 2 MB/s. 

4.3.3 Software 

The software of the acquisition system may be divided into three parts. 

The task running in the VME front-end system is responsible for read-out 
of the ADC's and TDC's, and to store the data in a buffer. This task is called 
the "Event-builder*. The "Event-builder* is developed in the VALET-Plus 
system using PILS as programming language *'*). This high-level code is 
easy to read and modify. New experimental conditions and new equipment 
can thus easily be incorporated. A float diagram of the main program loop is 
presented in fig.4.3. Event detection is based on polling a register location 
in the TPU master module. A double buffering technique is applied to 
maintain maximal throughput in the system. After an event is detected, 
the current buffer is checked if there is sufficient space left. If not, this 
buffer's semaphore u set and the datastream directed to the other buffer. 
A pile-up check is done by testing a register location in the TPU master. 
If pile-up is detected, the whole event is discarded. The pattern words are 
read from the TPU's and addressed readout of the ADC's and TDC's is done 
on basis of these. In the present configuration TPU1 (master) is allocated 
for NIM ADC's while TPU2 and TPUS are used for the 32 CAMAC ADC 
channels and the 32 CAMAC TDC channels. In order to reduce the number 
of TPU channels needed each channel, which corresponds lo one bit in the 
pattern, is associated with two dataword*. 

The task running in the DOMINO controller is raspossjbbi for moving 
the data buffers from the memory of the F1C82J0 to the ND-S800 multi-port 
memory. This lask , called "Move-buffers*, will thus set aa an intelligent 
DMA controller. The program is written in PLANC, an algoHike language 
developed by Norsk Data ">). A major advantage using PLANC is the 
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everU-Duitder 

Figure 4.3: Flow diagram for the main loop of *EventJ>uilder* 

pouibilty to include assembler code directly in the program. Time critical 
operation» like fetching ar d writing of the databuffers can thiia be done with 
minimal overhead while an over-all good program atructure is maintained. 
The taak i» generated ae a atand-alone program ran under the DOMINO 
monitor. The 'Movt-buBera* teak will run is an infinite loop and ii baaiely 
invisible for the uaer. A Boat diagram of the main loop ia shown in Gg.4.4. 

The third part of the armiisilioa system consists of the SHIVA ") RT-
programa for on-line sorting and dumping of the date-buffers to magnetic 
tape. Than programs run is the ND-120 front-end pr ceeaor of our ND 
computer. 

The communication between the different tasks of the acquisition sys
tem Is accomplished by the use of menage boxes. One message box ie found 
in the muhiport memory of the F1C8230 CPU board. This message boat is 
shared between the •Event-bollder* and the *Move.bune»* task. The most 
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move_Durf«rs 

Figure 4.4: Flow diagram for the "MoveJmffera" talk 

important paramatara contained ara the aamapboraa for the two databuffara. 
Information on phyaical addraaaaa of tha bu&ere and atatua ia alao found in 
the manage box. Another mua age box i» locaud a. the MpmS multiport 
memory of tha ND-SSOO computer. Thi* maaaag' box ia «bared between 
tbe activity running in the DOMINO controller, "Move.buffer»', and the 
activities running on the ND-120 proeaaaor. Tha lay-out of thia maaaage 
box ia eunilar to the first, the moat important parameter ia a Hmapbora 
protecting the databuffer area in the MpmS roultiport memory. 
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4.4 Data Analysis Software 

The following FORTRAN 77 programs are available for data analysis in ad
dition to the SHIVA system: 

CSMA: 
Cranked shell model with asymetric nuclear shape. 

DECAY: 
Calculates the "j-decay for a Fermi gas system. The lowest excitation region 
is simulated using experimental data. 

EMMA: 
Calculates El, Ml, E2, M2 transition probabilities between single quasipar-
ticle states bom the RPC program (see below). 

FICEGA: 
Extract first-generation >spectra from a set of unfolded spectra. 

FOLD: 
Folds 7-epectra with a Nal response (auction. 

GAP: 
Solve* the BCS gap «qastion. 

HFBC: 
Hartree-Fock-BofoUobov Cranking model bated oo Nilano orbiub from 
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the RPC program (see below). 

KINEMATIC: 
Calculates relativiatic energy loss at a given scattering angle. Bethes for
mula. Straggeling. 

NUTE: 
Fits first-generation -y-ray spectra with E^p(Ez - £ 7 ) . Estimates level den
sity parameter and nuclear temperature. 

PF: 
Ge-spectrum manipulation program. Fast peak search, peak centroid and 
area estimation from observed data. 

RPC: 
Rotor particle coupling model bawd on Nilsson orbitala. 

UNFOLD: 
Unfolds Nal spectra with sixe up to 1024 channels by an iteration technique. 

PROPLOT: 
Plotting program based on the GPGS-F graphica package. Output on 
HP7550 flatbed plotter. Spectra stored on disc in Nordic format. Run 
on the ND-120 part of the computer. 

PCPLOT: 
Subset of PROPLOT. Output on IBM compatibel PC. Runs on the ND-120 
part of the computer. 
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Chapter 5 

Nuclear Instrumentation 

The major inveatmenta for 1988 have been devoted to the multidetector 
ayatem CACTUS1 and to the new data acquiaition ayatem DAISY. We ex
pect the total ayatem to be running in apring 198b, compriaing around 80 
parameter». Alrnoat all componenta of the ayatem have been ina tailed. In 
addition to the 28 NaJ detectora, we have bought ADC'a, diacriminatora, 
gate-generators and aeveral other modulea necaaaary to aerve the ayatem. 
By extended work at the varioua workahopa at the institute it waa possible 
to limit the total coat to 1.8 mill. kr. The moat important home-made com
ponenta are the detector frame, amplifier», high-voltage power auppliea and 
trigger pattern unita. Similar commercial componenta would coat around 
0.S mill. kr. About 0.2 mill. kr. waa invaated in the VME baaed part of 
DAISY. It ia satisfying to notice that the project ha» proceeded according 
to the plana with raepect to the budget and the time-echedule. 

Some minor investment» have bean connected with the mini-orange elec
tron spectrometer and the NORDBAIX project. 

In the next three «action», a more detailed description of the varioua 
inatrumentitiao projects a » given. The DAISY project i» described in ch.4. 

5.1 The CACTUS Project 
M. Guttormsen and S. Measslt 

Introduction The recant yean experimental work at the Oalo Cyclotron 
Laboratory baa been concentrated on nuclear structure at high iolrinak 
excitation energy. The group baa developed a promising technique baaed 
on meaauring -r-decsv after angle nucleon transfer reaction» with the uee of 
p - i comcidencss. 

The Investigation» bare revealed several interesting feature» of hot nu
clear matter (est cb.6). However, a proper interpretalioB of the experimeo-
tal reeuhe la often dUBcult doe lo low counting rales. Bere, the CACTUS 

•lesser»»» kv NAVT -It» a great W ITT «UD. to. 
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project has been initiated to obtain a better experimental basis. Of partic
ular interest is reliable p — 7 as well as p — 7 - 7 coincidence spectra. Better 
angular distribution data is also of importance for the project. 

The new detector system CACTUS is now mounted at the 90° beam 
line at the Orlo cyclotron, as shown in fig.5.1. CACTUS accommodates 8 
AE-E telescopes, 28 Nal and 2 Ge detectors. Previous experiments have 
been running with 4 AE-E telescopes and 6 Nal counters. If we normalize 
the intensities for p - 7 events to 100 for the previous Bet-up, we find the 
following intensities: 

Event type Previous CACTUS Improvement 
p - 7 100 960 10 
p - 7 - 7 9.3 470 50 
P-1-1-1 °-44 14° 320 
p-i-1-1-1 OMm 21 2700 

The improvement is substantial compared to previous experiments. If 
we also extract p - 7 eventa from higher fold events, the improvement of this 
type of eventa exceeds a factor of 20. A striking feature is that p — 7 — 7 — 7 
eventa will appear with about the aama intensity as previous p — 7 eventa. 

Mechanical set-up. The detector holder is baaed on the same con
struction aa we find in today's footballs, a structure that even nature it
self displaya. Figure S.2 shows soma old drawings of two different kinda of 
pollen having this form. This half-regular polyeder waa first mentioned by 
Archimedes, and Leonardo da Vinci mada the Brat drawings of the structure 
in the beginning of the 18th century. Later, Kepler gave it the name Tr»a-
cms iceawtaVe*, because it correspond» to a regular polyeder of 20 triangles 
which are cut at the comers. In the design of CACTUS we required that the 
pentagon* and hexagons bad the asms ana. This means that "^ hexagons 
have to be made irregular and, thus, the detector frame (see fig.BJ) is not 
a true Trsacaj icaaueeV**. 

The 28 Nal counters are fixed to the detector frame and have a distance 
of 24 cm to the target. ID addition to the Nal counters there will be space 
for 2 Ga counters. The Si telescopes a n mounted in a fixed frame of nylon 
placed within the target chamber. Several frame* corresponding to various 
partiel* counter configuration* will be available. A frame with space (or 8 
Mleecope* at an angle of $ m ±W and at a distance of 4 em from targst 
will probably be seed moat frequently. The target chamber i* coaatructed 
so (hat it caa be removed from the center of the Nal ball through the two 
remaining hole* (33 hola* m total). Beam (ocuaing caa be performed with 
a quart* at the target place. Taw beam spot caa be monitored by a TV 
camera through the plexiglass wiadow of the target chamber. 

The total detector ball rest* oa 6 tag* connected to a mounting that can 
be moved la all directions. The beam lube I* equipped with bellows both 
in froat of aad behind CACTUS to allow certain edjsatmeata. The beam 
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Figure 5.2: The structure of pollen from Gomphrena ghboåa and Chrytan-
thtmum carinatum (J. Fritxsch: Uber den Pollen, 1837). This form, which 
contains 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons, is called a 7V«»cs* icotioidro: 

Figure 5.3: The Nal aad 0« detector bam* (0 62 cm) with apace (or 30 
detector*. The target chamber, «bkh occupies two bole* la the trams, 
bourn lb* Si detectors. 
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Figure 5.4: The timing eet-up for the particle telescopes. 

optics have been tasted and adjustments of the tube alignment was found 
necessary. To facilitate the beam focusing procedure a new dipole magnet 
is installed. 

The detector frame and the target chamber ware manufactured at the 
local mechanical workshop. 

Power-supplleo and amplifiers. Power-suppliae for the Si and Nal 
detectora hava bean designed and constructed at the local workshop. Dedi
cated preamplifiers and fast/alow amplifiers for SO channels of Nal counter» 
have also been made and tasted. 

Nal and SI detectora. The T-ray counters for measuring transitions 
in the continuum should have an acceptable efliciency for 7-*nergies in the 
2-3 MaV region. We have chosen S'xS* Nal(Tl) detectors equipped with 
5* pboto-muhipUcator tubas from B1CRON. The detector is shielded at the 
sides with 2 mm lead and collimated with 10 cm bad in front. The eolid 
angle corresponds to 0.5 % of 4a. In front of the detector» a 2 mm Cu 
absorber la applied. 

Tba particle telescope consists of a boat and and detector. The front 
counter baa a thickness of ISO pm Si and is manufactured by TENNELEC. 
The end counter ia thicker, 3000 «on, and ia of the Si(U) type from tba firm 
INTEKTECHNiqUE. Both detector» have aa active ana of 100 mm* aad 
can ma at room temperature, la front of each iilaatnps an AI absorber of 
10 « a 1» mounted. The ulasenpse are alao equipped with a 4 m a thick 
AI tolnmator 
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AOC TDC DISC DISC AOC ADC AOC 

Figur* &.S: Th» timing Mt-up (or U M particw-i coindd«oc«*. To» dtUctor 
hit-pMt*rn w raad from tb> T P U . which ia coaatcud »ia th« VME-btu lo 
I t» tlnglc-boatd eoropuUr (CPU). 
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Electronical set-up. The electronical Bet-up for CACTUS requires 
efficient timing logic. This is obtained by applying the new generation of 
fast ECL electronics dedicated to CAMAC, which accommodates a high 
number of channels. 

Figure 5.4 shows the timing set-up for the particle telescopes. To accept 
a particle-event we require the following conditions to be fulfilled: 

- one and only one AE front-counter bas fired 
- the AE signal exceeds a certain amplitude, which 

corresponds to the signal for a particle with charge Z > 1 
- the E end-counter has fired 
- no other AE signals arrive within ± 4 /is 

The latter feature is important since the counters have a rather high 
pile-up frequency. The divider module is used in order to route both singles 
(divided) and coincidences in parallel to the acquisition system. 

The coupling scheme of fig.5.5 includes the timing for particle-7 coinci
dences as well as divided singles particle events. The coincidence require
ments are obtained by using discriminator modules with a veto facility. The 
veto is used as gate for the 7'a by cancelling the veto if a good particle event 
is detected. The parameters to be read by the CPU of the VME system (not 
shown, see ch.4) are given externally to the TPU (trigger pattern unit). The 
bit pattern of this module tells the CPU which parameters are included in 
the event. After a certain inspection time the CPU starts to read out data 
from the respective modules. The TPU has a inhibit signal that is connected 
to the veto of the front-end electronics to stop new signals during the pro
cessing of an event. The set-up allows to read various digitizing modules 
placed in crates of NIM, CAMAC and VME bus standard. 

Some important front-end modules bought for the project are: 

No Description Firm 
6 Octal Constant-Fraction Discriminator CF8000 EGJcG ORTEC 
2 Octal Gate and Delay Generator GG8000 EGfcG ORTEC 
1 Rate Divider RD2000 EGfcC ORTEC 
2 16 Channel ECL/NIM/ECL Converter NIM4616 LeCROY 
2 16 Channel Progr. Non-Updating Duc. ECL4415 LeCROY 
1 16 Channel Progr. Updating Disc. ECU413 LeCROY 
1 16 to 64 Fold OR Logic Unit ECL4S64 LeCROY 
4 ADC Modal 4418/V Sileoe 
4 TDC Model 4418/T (not yet ordered) Silena 

Present status. The work with the total system (CACTUS and DAISY) 
has developed according to the plana. The system baa bean tested with a 45 
MeV 'He beam and all particle*- and 7-counters were working. Some soft
ware development remains in order to adjust the sorting program (TONE) 
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J8 
activity concentrations of RaB and RaC are 1 Bq/liter, the 
activity A«(t) of RaD at a time t after the end of sampling 
should be of the order: 

A 5(t) - K 5N 5(T) e 3 . )ij 9 000 T min -1
 ( 1 6 ) 

An ordinary vacuum cleaner combined with the filter recommended 
below, Figure 2, give an airflow of about 100 liter/min through 
the filter. With v « 100 liter/min, a sampling time T « 10 h and 
concentrations of C(RAB) and C(RaB) around 1 Bq/liter in the air, 
equation (16) indicates an activity A«(t) = 30/min. Because the 
counting efficiency for the rays emitted from RaD is low, one 
needs a room with a high concentration of radon and a long 
sampling time to be able to detect the long lived RaD isotope. On 
the other hand, a search for RuD indoors is a good exercise 
before one tries to find fallout of very low concentrations in 
the air outdoors. To detect an isotope on the filter with long 
half-life and very low activity one roust first use very long 
counting times to obtain an accurate value of the background 
counting rate when the GM counter is put upon a filter which is 
not used for sampling. Then one must use a long counting time to 
find out if there is a slight increase in the counting rate when 
the GM counter is put upon the proper filter. In most cases one 
has no room with high enough concentration of radon to detect 
RaD. On the other hand, a search for RaD indoors is good experi
ence before trying to detect fallout of low concentration 
outdoors. 

The important fallout isotopes Cs-137 and Sr-90 have similar long 
half-lives. A halflife Tj , 2 • 30 years and an activity concentra
tion of C « 1 Bq/liter corresponds to a • 1 360 000 000 atoms per 
liter. With this value of a, airflow v • 100 liter/min, decay 
constant \ « In 2/30 years and T » 1 h give an activity A(t) on 
the filter equal to: 

A(t) • K a v t • C v f • 360 000 /min (17) 

Many of the fallout isotopes are emitting beta-rays with high 
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Figure 5.6: (a) The stereoscopic arrangement of four rectangular magnets. 
(b) Side view in the plane through the system axis, (c) The four rectangular 
magnets as seen from the source side. 

LN2 -Oewar w i t h 
liquid N? 

PA -pr«amp 
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cooled FIT 
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BT - r o t a r y p u r * 
TUP • turbo Dump 

Figure 5.7: Schematic top view of UM mint-orange magnetic filter designed 
for (t~,7) and (t~,x), at well M (X,-J) coincidence taperimtaU. 
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Figure 5.8: Simultaneously recorded electron (a) and gamma-ray (b) co
incidence apectra with summed gate» on the 2* —> 0 + , 6 + —» 4 + , and 
8 + - • 6 + transitions from the "*Gd + 28 MeV a-reaction. Parameters: 
target-thickness 0.8 mg/cm*, 3B magnets, / = 20 mm, o = 18 nun and 
acquisition time: 2 h. 

transmission shifts to higher energies by increasing / and ø. All magnet 
configurations considered here, i.e. 3A, 3B, 4B, 6A and rectangular 4M 
(fig.5.6) have rotational symmetry with equal gaps. The magnetic filter 
has been placed at the backward angle of 130 degrees with respect to the 
cyclotron beam. At this angle the distortion of the low energy part of the 
electron spectrum by 4-eIectronj and neutrons should be Isse pronounced. 
However, the low energy transitions are often obscured by the very intense 6-
electron background resulting from the interaction of the charged projectiles 
with the atomic electrons of the iargei nuclei. 

The schematic arrangement is shown at fig.S.7. Ths cooled Si(Li) detec
tor mounted on the end of the cold finger can be moved (manually) together 
with the dewar with liquid nitrogen (LNj), along ths system axis in order to 
vary the f distance without (in principle) breaking the vacuum. A vacuum 
in the range of at Isast 10"*-10~* Torr is necessary for starting the cooling-
down procedure of the Si(Li) detector. Having the vacuum at the proper 
level we are preventing a possible creation of ice crystals on the detector 
surface and thus unavoidable deterioration of the energy resolution. 

The spectrometer as sketched in Bga.S.6 and S.T, has bees tested off-
beam with , u E u and '"Ce open soares*. Tb* relative transmission (with 
and without magnets) was eetlmeled from tateneity ratios of corresponding 
peaks time* solid angle (e.g. 1.4*t of 4» at 200 k*V and IB configuration) 
in the meaturemeoU without magnets. Figur* S.B show» a* an «ample io-
baam spectrum of electrons and -j'a following the reaction u a a d ( a Jin) l a 0Dy 
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at E a = 28 MeV. The electron spectrum has been measured with 3B con
figuration with energy resolution of about 3.5 keV at 300 keV. Further ex
periments are planned. 

References: 

1. J. van Klinken and K. Wisshak, Nucl. Inst r. Meth. 08 (1972) 1 

2. J. van Klinken KVI Internal Report no.l22i (1986) 

5.3 The NORDBALL Project 

P.O. Tjørn and J. Rekstad 

The NORDBALL is a multidetector system which can accommodate 
up to 32 separate detector units. The project was initiated as a Nordic 
enterprise, but has now participation from outside the Nordic countries. 
It has therefore been decided that the committee for coordinating of the 
NORDBALL projects should include representative members and deputies 
from Holland, Japan, Italy and West Germany. 

The first basic detector configuration includes the inner ball structure of 
60 BaFj elements as well as the 20 anti-comptoo spectrometers. In addition 
a particle detector telescope, a mini-orange electron spectrometer and a 16 
neutron-detector wall will be available. 

The first experiments are now performed with NORDBALL, and two of 
them are reported in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5. The NORDBALL detector 
system with 15 Ge- BGO spectrometers was used. In addition 10 BaF, 
detectors served as a multiplicity filter. These experiments were performed 
at NBI-TAL using beams from the Tandem accelerator. In the near future 
the complete NORDBALL detector system together with the new beavy-ioo 
accelerator (tandem-booster) at NBI-TAL will be in operation. 
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Chapter 6 

Experimental Nuclear 
Physics 

6.1 Introduction 
The experimental work at the cyclotron baa mainly been devoted to the 
atudy of nuclear atructure at low apin and high excitation energy. The 
method ia baaed on measuring the outgoing charged particlea from transfer 
reaction» in coincidence with f-raya. In tbie way Tr-ray epectra at varioua 
nuclear excitation energies can be produced. 

The project ia of general physical interest: To what extant can one escribe 
•tatiatical properties as temperature and entropy to a microscopical few-
body system, s.g. nuclei with masa number X x l S I ? I t ia wall known 
that the low energy part of nuclear excitation» is determined by the orbitaJe 
occupied and the collective degrees of freedom. However, a few MeV above 
the yrast lina on* is bound to use statistical concept». 

On* of the most interesting diacoveries ia the pressure of low energy 
T-ray» bom the decay of heated nuclear mattar. Tb» existence of such 7-
radiation have basa confirmed ia asvaral nuclei, and a detailed study of the 
origin of this favoured 1-decey is m progress. 

I t is still an open Question if chaotic particle motion can be produced in 
hot nuclear matter. Investigating this property is a great challenge. So far, 
our experiment» could not reveal aew nitormation on tale very exciting fie'd 
due to poor statistics. 

Aa mcrnasd coincidence stlcjascv is mandatory for a further progress, 
and the CACTUS 1 many-counter aaVap la now almost operational (eoe chJ). 
A fully «quipped system will * • extremely powerful and should give reliable 
arst-generaliaa i-ray spectra. 1* addition, an lacisasad p-7-7 contrirlenc* 
raw will mak» many-rllinraainasi aaajvakt poaaible. 

The) coalriballoas duriag the year to the study of ancle, at low apia aad 
high excitalloa energy a n praaaatsd hi section t.2. 

'fisserua' ay KAVT wHk asresl ef IT» auH. to. 
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The work on high-spin states has also continued in 1988. Besides in-
beam experiments performed at the Oslo Cyclotron, the experiments were 
carried out at the Niels Bohr institute in Risø and at the Daresbury Labo
ratory in England, where heavy-ion beams are available. The main topic of 
this research is the behaviour of nuclei exposed to rapid rotation. In par
ticular, single-particle structures and pairing-correlations have been studied 
as function of rotational frequency. The field is in strong development, and 
powerful detector systems with Compton-auppressed Ge-detectors are used. 
We participate in the Nordic collaboration, NORDBALL, a detection sys
tem with 30 Compton-suppressed 7-ray spectrometers. Experiments within 
the field of high-spin states are presented in section 6.3. 

6 . 2 N u c l e a r P r o p e r t i e s a t H i g h T e m p e r a t u r e 

6.2.1 First -Generat ion -y-Rayi from Highly Exc i t ed E v e n 
Rare-Earth Nuclei 

Z. Zelazny', T.S. Tveter, A. Atac, M. Guttormsen, T. Rarosøy 
and J. Rekstad 
* On leave of absence from the Institute olExpti. Physics, Voir, of 
Warsaw, Poland 

The energy distribution of the primary 7-rays from a certain excitation 
energy gives information on the density of accessible final statea and the 
transition matrix elementa involved. However, the ->decay from high exci
tation regions in general involves a cascade of transitions. With available 
timing technique», there ia so way to pick out the Brat ^-transition in a spe
cific cascade. The present method ia baaed on perticle^r coincidences with 
one charged ejectile. The method') rest» on the assumption that states pop
ulated after the first T-transit ion and state» populated directly at the ear» 
excitation energy have identical decay properties. 

Elicited state» ia the even nuclei l"Dy, I T 0 Yb and , n Y b nuclei were 
populated using the (*H*^) reaction. The experiment was carried out using 
the 45 MeV 'He-beam from the MC 38 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. 
The targeta we» self-supporting (oik with Ihiesnseeee of 3 - J mg/cm'. 
Charged particle» from toe reaction wen detected ia a set-up consisting of 
four Si partiel» teleecopes which war» placed at an angle of S3* relative to 
the beam direction. Tb» thicknesses of the front aad ead Si detectors ware 
ISO am aad 3000 «on, respectively, aad la» total solid angis Car the tour 
telescope» wa» 0.36 ar. l i » axrag» resolution (PWHM) for lb» partiel» 
detector» wa» 300 a»V. TW charged partiel»» were lecceded botb as sugle» 
aad la ceiaddeac» with the >ray» whkh war» inaaaimd with eeven 6" x 6* 
Nal cosjater». 

The to» «aaerailoo spectra war» extracted to» all excitation enetgiec op 
lo la» amina biadiag eaergy Two distinct coenpoaeat* wo» (mad in lb» 
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EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV) 

Figure 6.1: The relative intensity of the low-energy bump am a function of 
excitation energy for m D y , "°Yb and , 7 , Y b . 

7-spectra, indicating two different decay path*. One component corresponds 
to the statistical decay expected from the Fermi-gas modal. The energy a t 
tribution roughly agrees with the Fermi gas model. The second component 
is represented by a characteristic low energy bump of unknown origin. 

The low energy bump is centered around £ , = 0.4 MaV. Figure 8.1 
shows the intensity of the bump as a function of excitation energy. The esti
mated branching is 10 - 20 % of the total first-generation intensity. Angular 
distribution data indicates a dipola or unatretched quadrupole character of 
the radiation. Tbe bump can baldly be explained within the framework 
of current models for nuclear behaviour at high excitation energy and low 
spin. One of the most punting (salons is the position and width basing 
independent of excitation energy. A possible Interpretation might be given 
in terms of two adiabalicaOy asperated degrees of freedom, analogous to 
rotational or vibrational excitations superimposed on Ine various intrinsic 
stats*. However, at present thin idea needs further experimental and theo
retical support'). 

References: 

I. M. Guttormsen. T. Ramsey and J. Reksud, 
Nod. Inst» Math. Nod. Pays. A M I (1M7) t i l 

3. Z. Zelasay, T.S. Tveter. A. Alac M. Outormesa, T. Ramsay 
tact J. Rekstad, 
but. Pay»., Univ. Oslo, Raport ao. « . » (IMT) 
sad Nod. Pay*. A, tat press 
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Figure 6.2: Partial Uvel eebeme of i n Y b with tranntiooa observed in (be 
decay from (be E, = 2.0 - tJO MeV excitation region. 

6.3.3 Ganuna-Dacay from tha > n Y b Nuclau» after tb« (r, r') 

Inalastlc React ion 

A. Alac, M. Guttormsen, J. Raketad and TÆ. Tvatar 

lii leneral, available lilarataia iadicalee (bat bested nuclei are well de
scribed by statistical models, at laaat ia (be aayroptotic Fermi gas limit. 
However, recesl studies uaiaf (be CHa.a-v) reaction'"*) ban (bora de»i-
alleaa trom tba) simple etaliellcal picture, la particular, lar Ike even-even 
rare eartb nuclei, tba -v-ray apecua display a 1 MeV bump anpeiimpoaed 
on Ibe atatietkal part of Ibo spectrum. The main contribution to Ibe bump 
originates from lb* lowest «actlalioa region ( £ . - 1 - 2 MeV). wbere an
tral vibrational beads are known. Tale region, wbicb wa call fie eAraoieaaf 
tfi*», priwata a mucb blgber level density Ibaa laa ground elate band. 
Therefore, a eubetaMlal part of ibe ^cascades ansa via tale regna- la ear
lier «perimeale laa aabaacad essjeak» of I MaV radiatloa vraa overlooked, 
mainly hicauae Ibe entry figlnaa directly popnlaled in laa reanlnne em
ployed «bowed coaaiderible apread wkb larpicl lo spin. 

We bave aaed lb* m Y b ( r . O bralatlk etslleriag. wbkb presumably 
populalee Ika vibralloaal region more straagly Ibaa ibe CRa«) raactioa. 
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Fifui t 6.3: Gamma-ray apactra from tba Nal datactora with fa t * on to* 
r-paxtidaa corresponding la «a «citation ragion patwaan 2.0 and 8.0 MaV. 

In ' " Y b , aa many aa 14 handhaada ara knows in tba 1 - 2 MaV ragion, mak
ing tkia auckut «calknt lor tka atudy of dacay-roulaa via tka vibrational 
rtgioo. Figura 8 J abowt a partial lava] Khan» of l n Y b . Tba dacay pattara 
rafara to Iba -y-dacay obamrad by putting an aaargy fata on tka acattand 
r-partidaa from Iba 2.0 - «.0 MaV aarilalion ragfeo. Tba data of diaenria 
-r-linaa variflaa aailiar invartigatiooa. For tka lower aatilalion rack» tka 
( f , r ' ) iaalaalic scaiuriag popolalaa Ika aanw atalaa witk roafkly tka aama 
ralativa inUnaitiaa aa obarmd la kifk raaolotioo {AA") work. Tba dadoed 
avtraft apia populalad la tka raoctioa proeaaa la low « / ) - 1 8 ± OS), alao 
la Ika klfbar aadui loa rafioB. 

TWo»arafl>a>cajpaltarB»baati l ttdiad witk tka Naldalaciora.wakb 
baraaaarlytoBaaaatanViaacyaaafaactioDof i aairgy. Tka avaraga molli-
pitchy of autialkal r r a y a waa maaaarad aa a raaelioe of aadutioa aaargy, 
tad a maaaaam aaloa of a» f l i iaHlnaa par caacada waa faoad arooad tka 
aaalfoa biadiaf tatrgy ( £ . » • M t V ) . la I f A S ika >r«y tpactraa far ika 
«citation fafioa (rom 2.0 M t V ap to «.0 MaV i i tkowa, wkara wa «pact 
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Fi|ur« 0.4: Expariroantal (biatofram) «ad tbaoratical (euro) number of 
I MaV trasntiooa N par caacada b Iha i-dacay (rom vaiiooa ««citation 
rafioo». Tba uppar part of tba Ifora iscludaa tba total 1 MaV buirp. 
while tba two loww rapnatala tha £ , m 1.06 and 1.45 MaV aubatructuraa, 
raapactivaly. 

tbadacay toba|ovaraadby 
of Iha tfan ia producad by 
tba Nal naposaa function». 

Fof tha lowaat >aaatfie* 
tbarmora, wa tod that Uw I 
kotta. Tba fint ia caatatad 
(rWHM) which la bifhar 4 
icaal pa>t of Uw aUoctwa 
otbar Hroctora of Uw 1 MaV 
caatatad araoad 1.4» MaV. 

la if.6.4 dw rataaailiai 
ilractana a» dbplayad aa a 
caicada iawba» 0,17 «abaacad 

(Utiatical lam. Tba apaetrtun in tba lower part 
unfolding Uw raw epeclnun (appar part) with 

wa ncofaiM Uw ground baad Iraaaitioae. Pur-
MaV bump actually cpnaata of Mm eubeUuc-
al t%» M » MaV with a width of O i l MaV 

wa apected Cor a aiagw --8n». Hara, a algaif-
caa ba eecribed lo Uw 1004 haV T-liae. Tha 
ban? ia broad» (TWHM m OX MaV) aad ia 

of Uw total 1 MaV barop 
hacUaa of asdaalioa 

IMaVuaaattioaaoaaa 

Uw tw 
Totally, 

i. Aaa 
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tial part of the 1 MeV bump (30 %) consists of unresolved 7-lines, which 
probably originate from one of the 14 bands in the vibrational region. En* 
hanced 1 MeV radiation from higher excitation energies plays only a minor 
role. In table 6.1 a summary of the intensities are given. 

Table 6.1: Number of 1 MeV transitions per cascade from the 
4.3 - 8.0 MeV excitation region. 

Type of 1 MeV Gamma-energy Number of transitions 
transition E,(MeV) per cascade 
The total 1 MeV bump 0.7-1.7 0.37(3) 
The 1.05 MeV structure 0.7-1.2 0.26(2) 
The 1.45 MeV structure 1.2-1.7 0.11(1) 
Discrete lines 0.7-1.7 0.27(6) 
The 1094 keV Une m 1.09 0.12(3) 
Continuum lines 0.7-1.7 0.10(5) 

The direct feeding from high excitation energy into the vibrational region 
and the ground band is used to Ust the independence of the exponent n 
in the expression for the ^-transition probability 

PIE,) <K E^p(E, - E1). («•') 
Around E, = 2 MsV we observe a strong feeding into the vibrational 

region, which could reveal large overlaps between the initial and final wave-
functions. In order to fit tbs transition probability expression to the data 
at higher excitation energies, it is necessary to uss a n-valua increasing with 
T- energy. The strength function imposed by the giant dipole resonance') 
give» a reasonably good description of the data. However, other transition 
probability function» cannot be excluded. 

The present study ha» shown that the vibrational region play» an im
portant role in the 1-decay from low spin states in the excitation region up 
to the threshold (or Matron nnkwiuu. It would be a challenge lo investigate 
whether the direct -r-teeding into the vibrational region dstisaw» relative lo 
the feeding into the pound band for £ , > I MeV. Here, future experiment» 
could verify the influence of the giant dipole re»on ant» upon the value of n. 
More information on Ihie project 1» given ln ref.*). 

Reference»: 
t. A. Henrique», J. RetaUd. P. bgebretatn, M. Guttormsen, 

K. Eldbaaet, B. Nordmoen. T Ramsay, R. Flniim.ii Pnlman. 
R.M. Aasen, T.P. Tlvorcucasra and B. Hammaren. 
Phy». Lett. 1MB (10*3) 171 
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Figure 6.5: Tba f-ray multiplicity of atatiatical traiiaitiooa. Tba data are 
obtained with two different method», which ia indicated on the figure. 
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e .3 .3 G a m o u - D K i y of tarn Hlfhry Excited , n Y b N U C W U J 

Z. Zelauy*. T.S. Treter. A. AUc, M. Gullormeeo. S. Hiaiilt 
T. Rameay and J. Rebated 
' loefilale of festi Phytic», Vuir. of Warsaw, PoUad 

tow epto «alee to >"Y» «ate populated to the m Y b f H e , a ) reaction 
»>lb 45 MeV beam mergy The aiaglae o-epecUwn ahuae pronounced parti-
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ele groups up to 5.5 MeV of excitation energies. Above this limit the particle 
spectrum is rather smooth as a function of excitation energy. 

The statistical 7-ray multiplicity has been measured as a function of 
initial excitation energy using two different methods. Figure 6.5 shows the 
results from the two methods. We find an average maximum multiplicity of 
3 at the neutron binding energy of E* = 8 MeV. The two methods are not 
fully equivalent: one of them results in an increased multiplicity for isomeric 
states with lifetimes longer than the experimental timing resolution. Hence, 
this technique can be used to locate strongly populated isomeric states in 
continuum. 

In the 7-decay of highly excited states we have observed as ' . ang feeding 
of the excitation region around 1.4 MeV. Generally, this can be explained 
by Che high density of levels in the region for the onset of the various vi
brational modes. However, we also find fluctuations in the feeding as a 
function of initial excitation energy. This is interpreted as a conaequenee of 
K-forbiddenneas, and it seems that even up to around 5 MeV of excitation 
energy the K-number is approximately a good quantum number. 

The project is in progress. 

0.2.4 G a m m a - D e c a y Propert ies of m Y b 

A. Meling, T.S. Tveter, H. Arnesen, A. Atac, M. Guttormsen, T. Ramsay 
and J. Rekstad 

The decay-pattern of even-«ven nuclei reveals >rey bumps of 1 Me V in 
the spectra. These are known to be partly due to the abrupt changes ia 
the level density close to the ground band. The Iraneitioos found are from 
lb* vibrational stales to the ground band. Than slaps a n characteristics of 
toe even-even nuclei and one weald expect other decay routes in the odd-A 
case. 

The odd "»Vb Isotope was populated is the "* Yb(*He.o) reactioc with 
a beam energy of 44 MeV. One vary Interesting feature of toe t spectra is 
lb* appearance of a £ , m 0JS MeV bump. Tale bump correeponde to tat 
1.1 MeV bump found fa* toe evsa-evsn isotopes (ese —eUiX3). This mean 
that toe average vibrational osriHalor quantum hu is reduced by JO % ia 
the odd-A case. The unpaired valence q.p. ia BkeJy to produce hlnrxiag 
effects which influence the pairing gap and thereby the oariUatot energy 

The trst-geaereiloa >»ay eoscua of '"Yb have bean tiled wita la* 
theoretical expression 

!»<«%)« I X * . - C ) . («J) 

wan* a Is lakes a* the bacs-eafflerl fimré-gan densely fanaala with a level 
deaeMy paracneter e, IMag coasua* a-valoee (a a» J, 4 aad » »n» lasted) the 
rawlUai «-parameter» kad to be varied • a anaraaBstk way a» a faacUoa 
of aejtatraa eaø|y. However, appryiag a a-vala* depending ea Ike >rn» 
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energy according to the description of Axel1), the fitting procedure gave 
more reasonable values for the level density parameter a. 

The investigations are in progress. 

References: 

1. P. Axel, Phys. Rev. 126 (1962) 671 

6.2.5 The ( 3He,or) React ion Mechani sm 

T.S. Tveter, M. Guttormsen, J. Kownaclci*, J. Rekstad and T.F. Thorsteinaen' 

* institute of Exptl. Physics, Univ. of Warsaw, Poland 
"Inst, of Physics, Univ. of Bergen, Norway 

During the last years, the (aHe,a) reaction with beam energy 45 MeV 
has been frequently employed at the Cyclotron Laboratory. Just above the 
Coulomb barrier, the singles ejectile energy distribution shows the charac
teristics of an evaporation spectrum. A long tail extends towards the high-
energy end of the spectrum, where we observe distinct peaks indicating a 
pure transfer mechanism. Between these two limits, a fundamental change 
in the (*He,a) mechanism must take place. 

We explore two main hypotheses about the nature of this transition: 
i) The observed cross section is a statistical superposition of a pure 

transfer and a pure compound component, their relative importance being 
a function of the o-energy. 

ii) The reaction mechanism itself alters gradually with a-energy, going 
from transfer via precompound to compound. 

Typical for the transfer mechanism is a strongly forward peaked angular 
distribution of ejectiles, and that Uw product nucleus is laft with a rather low 
spin value (*• 0 - 10A). The ejectiles from a compound system are emitted far 
more isotropically («•((^/«•(BO*) < 2 - 3 ) . The bell-shaped spin distribution 
of the product nucleus bsa a maximum at about 8 - 9 ft, while it* tail extends 
up to 20 - 25 h. A precompound reaction, which in fact can proceed through 
a variety of detailed mechanisms, is in an intermediate position between 
the two extremes: Since the lyalem remembers the entrance channel, there 
is a clear preference for particle emission at forward angles. The ejectile 
also tends to remove spin from the precompound nucleus, and banc* the 
•pin distribution of the product nucleus will be shifted towards lower values 
relative lo the one following a compound reaction. 

Information about the properties of Uw reaction mechanism can there
fore be obtained by studying the ('He,a) cross section and Uw spin distri
bution deduced from the intensities of the yrast transitions, as a function of 
ejectile angle and excitation energy. 

An experiment dedicated to the Investigation of this topic was performed 
in June IMS, using Uw reaction , T , Yb( , He,axn) , m -*Yb, with a beam «n-
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Figure 6.6: Singles ocspectra divided by the spectrum taken at © = 40°. 

ergy of 45 MeV. The aet-up counted of 4 Ge(Li) 7-detecton and 4 Si particle 
teleacopea, located at 40*, S3*, 66* and 70* with ratpact to the beam direc
tion. Gamma-ray» ware recorded in coincidence with charged ejectilat. The 
acquisition time wai about 9 days with an average beam current of 0.5 nA. 

The data analysis and interpretation ia in progreaa, but aoroe preliminary 
reaulta are preaented below. 

For eiJi ulaacope, a tingle* a-spectrura hai bean ganaratad. The spso-
tra obatrved at © = S3*, 66* and 70* baa bean divided by the one at 6 = 
40*, and the ratio* are displayed in fig.6.8 a* function! of excitation energy. 
Tbeee ratio* increase alowly up to Em m 36 MeV, where a «harp riae occur*, 
corresponding to a reduction in the aniaotropy of the ejectile angular diatrw 
butleo. The quanlili** alWVCK(0,BM)/a^mvcK(9 « 40*,£,) for t - 2, 4 
and S, computed with DWUCK standard parameters, are also plotted for 
compariaon. Considering that no more elaborate fit of DWUCK parameter* 
ha* bean made, and allowing for «rttemtlic error sources Uln deviation* of 
the beam from th* aymmetry axis of lbs target chamber, the experimen
tal data i* not Inconsistent will) the DWUCK animate. If we «swim* lb* 
working bypothstie i) to be correct, the forward peaking of the angular 
distribution Indicates thai the transfer mechanism contribute* strongly np 
to £ . at 35 MeV. But according to lb* DWUCK calrnletioos, lb* transfer 
cross lection should decrease rapidly for E. i IS - 20 MeV and vanish for 
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Ez > 30 MeV, leaving the compound mechanism to dominate completely. 
Thus, we would expect the ratios ?DWUCK(^> ^«J/'DWUCKC® = 4 0 ° i ^ * ) t o 

undergo the sudden rise at a lower excitation energy, and stabilize at valueB 
in agreement with a compound reaction for Eg > 30 MeV. We conclude 
that the hypothesis i) seems unable to explain the ejectile angular distribu
tion. The persisting anisotropy might be compatible with the precompound 
mechanism suggested in ii). 

The intensities of the I 7 ° Yb and 1 M Y b ground band transitions, summed 
over angle and in coincidence with the respective particle telescopes, have 
been determined. The spin distribution estimated for 1 7 0 Yb {Bt = 0.4 - 11.1 
MeV) seems to be in agreement with an almost pure transfer mechanism. 
The feeding region for l r a Y b extends over a broad excitation interval, which 
has been divided into three gates: gate 1 (E, = 16.8 - 24.1 MeV), gate 2 
( £ , = 24.1 - 31.3 MeV) and gate 3 ( £ , = 31.3 - 38.4 MeV). Due to the 
12 + —> 10 + transition's being partially covered by the 511 keV peak and 
to poor statistics, it has not been possible to gain information about the 
high spin tail of the distribution, only about the summed contribution for 
I < 10ft. However, from the intensities of the transitions 4 + —» 2 + , 6 + —• 4 + , 
8+ — 6 + and 10 + - • 8 + one can conclude that the bulk of the distribution 
moves upwards as the excitation energy increases. In gate 3 the observable 
part of the distribution is only slightly shifted downwards compared to the 
pure compound case. The theoretical side-feeding has been calculated with 
the assumption that the E2 flow in side bands is negligible for / > 10A. 

In Bg.6.7 the quantities / , ( /+ - (/ - 2)+)//,(<+ -2*){l = 6, 8,10) 
is plotted for the three gates ss a function of ejectile angle (filled circles). 
The filled triangles depict the corresponding values from a rough estimate 
using the hypothesis i). We expect the contribution from the compound 
component, and thus the intensity of the higher-spin transitions, to increase 
with 6 . For the transfer component, DWUCK angular distributions are 
utilised, while the compound cross section is sssiimsd to decrease as 1/ sin 6 . 
The exact magnitude of the theoretical anisotropy in / , , dependent upon 
the angular distribution functions chosen for the two mechanisms and the 
faU-oA* of the transfer cross section with £», is of course disputable. But 
in all cases, the calculated anisotropy should be greatest tor gate 1, where 
neither of lbs components outweighs the other. In gate 2, the compound 
reaction shook! dominate, causing • small anieotropy, and in fate 3 there 
should be no significant transfer contribution. However, this picture doss 
not account for the experimental Hands. We observe no aalaotropy b gau 
1, except for the 10* — •* transition, «nils the data in gate 2 Indies!» 
an angular dependence, stronger than the theoretical one. In gate 3, the 
statistics ate limited, bat a* predicted, no anisotropr is visible. 

A lot of work remains before any positive conclusion» can be drawn about 
the reaction mechanism, bat at pisssnl we might tentatively say that the 
apparent failure of the hypothesis i) leads support to the hypothesis n). 
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Figure 6.7: Gamma-intensity of various ground band transitions relative to 
the 4* — 2* transition (*ee text). 

6 . 3 H i g h - S p i n P r o p e r t i e s o f N u c l e a r S t a t e s 

6.3.1 Laval Structure of **Y, an N «= SO laotane 

T. Bartscb*, J. Kownacki* Z. Zelaxny*. M. Guttormsen, T. Ramsay and 
J.Rskstad 
' Institute of Expll Phytic*, Univ. of Warn», Poland 

The "Rb(a^n) reaction ha» bara used to populate (talas is M Y w<tb 
spin values up to around 31/2. Tb* observed energy stales have been ar
ranged into two sequences with opposite parities. Up to about 7 M*V of 
excitatloo energy Iney show a lerel sysumallcs typical for nudel lying in lbs 
vicinity of closed abslb. Tb* levelr. lying higher la «pin and energy may be 
arranged Into a rotalloaal-UI» sequence suggesting a possible change of lbs 
nuclear shape. Using previously Inosro data reie.'-*) and our pi sunt exper
imental results') ws ban tried to local* lbs members of lb* (partiel*»cor*) 
multlphte. Tb* resulu a » compared with lb* semt-empirkal sbsU-model 
and lb* earlkle-core wsah coopfiag descrtptloo Tb* systematic behaviour 
of B• / | / ( / +1)|eWpendenc*fa* bothsignature» ln /V - 60odd-A iaotooee 
bas also b**n Mudkd. 

Our Martiaf point to understand lb* structure of lb* stales in "Y Is 
based co lb* former descriptions of lb* km-*pu exdtallooe Thus, tb* 
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Figur* 8.8: Tb* «ciutton mttpm of tb* M R b , "Tc , "Nb md **Y yrut 
•UtM emu* / ( / + 1). Tb* m pool* mviwd ( v ) «be* «Minuted pnrttioni 
of lb* I 5 / r and 19/3* l U M is "Rb 
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four lowest-lying state» seen ere luppwed to be mainly the single- particle 
shell-model states lying between the Z = 38 and Z = 40 gaps (ps/2, &/!> 
pi/2 and ga/a). Inspecting the results from the weak-coupling description 
one can conclude that the energy levels of S 9 Y can be divided into a few 
groups: low-lying levels containing a large part of single particle strength, 
levels produced mainly by the coupling of a gs/j , pi/i proton to the core 
excited state* (up to 8 + ) of "Sr and high energy levels (above 6 MeV) which 
are beyond the scope of the particle-vibration coupling and may represent 
entirely different configurations. 

The three uppermost transitions observed (402.8, 429.5 and 456.3 keV) 
are found in a kind of rotational-like cascade suggesting possible shape 
changes at spin 31/2 and at approximately 8 MeV excitation energy. In 
a further attempt to describe the higher-spin states in **Y a semi-empirical 
shell-model calculation has been performed. An extreme simplification has 
been applied, assuming for the yrsst states only one configuration with the 
lowest unperturbed single-particle energy. We use empirical (if available, 
otherwise calculated with 5-ibrce) single-particle and 2-body matrix ele
ments derived from level energies in the neighbouring nuclei assuming pure 
shell-model configuration*. Based 00 the empirical effective two-body in
teractions a qualitative correspondence of the rslculsted and the measured 
excitation energies i* obtained. 

The negative parity states, 13/2" <I<l»/2" are thought to be the »(»J/, 
Pi/,) multiplet. The positiv* parity state* 8/2+<l<17/2* are most probably 
due to (gs/i Pi/JPi/j) «ad (g»/i Ps/i?/,) configurations. Tbe 17/2+ stats 
is reproduced by the latter on* in it* maximal alignment, the 15/2+ etat* 
i* not observed in the experiment, whO* both 11/3+ and 11/2+ states of 
the *(fs/i Pa/i I A ) configuration com* too Ugh compered to experiment, 
suggesting that they a n rather da* lo th* *(g*/j Pt/t's'/t) configuration. 
Looking fa» systematical {såtare*, the yrast states (or lb* H » 60, odd-A 
nuclei W Y . n N b , "Te aad "Rb an amra as a function of / ( / + 1) (see 
fif .6.8). Where**, the tare* lallar aaclei display signatur* dependent values, 
lb* **Y can give* quit* smootk cam*. Also, the values (or **Y are larger, 
indicating a amaller effective momeai of taenia. 

Further experiments exteadiag the knowledge of this nucleus are in 
progress. Some preliminary eoaveraioa «lecuoo spectra hav* been obtained 

Reference*: 
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exo l c ' 5 C f l + 

Fif ur* 6.0: CalculaUd croaa «action1) compared with axparimantal aatitnataa 
for (p,po) reaction cbanaal. 

0.3.3 In - Bum Spoctrcwcopy Is the "°8n • *°Zr Raglan 
J. Kownacki*, M. Guttormaan, J. Rakatad, TS. TbocaUinaan", Z. Zalaxny* 
andT. Balach* 
•Lut. of Bap. Fajraiea. Vuir. of Warsaw, Poland 

"but. ofPbytia, l/air. ofBtrpm. Norway 

Tb* Mudy of aucM don to la* protoo drip Baa la oaa of tfaa vary cbal-
laagiaf *ubj*cu ia aaclaar pbyak* aow. TW mala lopka of ia-baam aad 
man atparatioo (radioactiva dacay) nparimanu at* la* ttadiaa of la* an-
claar dacay moda* a» «aft a* aarlaar •tracfair. lb* raaidVal faUractioa aad 
•pia nap BOH pacaonwaa. la than latpitu Ik* ia»—tlflloa of la* r*fiaa 
b*M**a "Zr aad ""Sa play* a apaclal fob). Tb* atnrclar* of aaclai arooad 
lb* "°Sa Uka la, Cd. A« or Pd caa b* oaasibad by lb* (fay, fi,ny modal. 
Al Pf—at bowmr, w* baa* aot «aoatb aapiiuuaalal dala of lb* alafl* 
bob) (pattkla) «aaiftaa ratal*** lo lb* ""Sa car* aad lb* aaVctin two-body 
tataraclioaa. TW ameaat of laowa data a) dacraaateg rapidly wba* raorta» 
bora M Z r toward* M * S B . 

Aa attempt lo approacb Ibfe) rajka bar ban mad* by Bana* of protoa, 
*H* aad «.partid* ra-b*aa Madia* whb m C d Uratt («arkbad lo a %. 
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Fif ura 6.10: Tina apaetta Cor tba 778, 736 and *07 kav gamma rajri rajalira 
to Iba cyclotron bunt* abowiaf tka dalajrad compooaat of (6.3 ± 1.0) oa. 
Tbia Uta-tima might ba nlalad to Ika 2817 kaV, 31/3* m u . 

1.4 mi/cm' tbkbaaaa, aatt-aapportad) Madly pul al w dtapoaal by Iba 
mambani of cbamiMry poop of Ika NBI bartilola. Tba w > Cd tarfat la tba 
Uat alabla Cd iaotopa placad oa Ika aaalrae daftciasl tida. 

Tba ' " C d + p Raactloa) 
Tba ralalim «cilalioo faaclioaa ior ika proua aaargiaa al E, m 24, 27, 

30,31.32.33 aad 33 MaV aad Ika >-»-l coiaddaacaa «ilk 4 Ca{U) dauctara 
at £^-37aad30MaVkarabataaaaaand. Alao tka uiala of (•" >)aad 
(a~ -^)<c4a«id*a«aaparimaaUal£;-3l.»aadl]MaVaaiaf laamiai-
of Ufa apatiaaaial art-ap (aaa ck.a.2) kam baea paffar a»d. laapacliaf 
(aaa I f » ) Ika laaalla of Iba cakalalad') cnaa aattioa oa tka "•Od + p 
«aactloa a» a laacfka of Ika bomba» illif ptotoo aaarfy oaa caa coadada 
taal la la* rtaioa of 24 MaV < S, < St MaV ika atfoataal popalaUoa 
of Ika «uitad atataa appaar» far Iba ckaaaal (pjpa), «Uh tba (p,pa) aad 
(pja) tkaaaati abo coauibata atfrttraalrjr. TUa la la ap ura ral «ilk a 
ra»(b cnaaaactiea aatiraala dtdacad from Iba primal aaparimial ( If*-?) 
Taa malkod tnaaim of «ompariaf Iba jalaaaitiai ef iba raaclioa 7-taya «lib 
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those of the Kx-rays following the K-ahell ionization of the target atoms3). 
The cross section for the (p,pn)1 0 6Cd reaction was assumed to correspond 
to the sum of the intensities of all known transitions leading to the ground 
state. The (p,3n) channel leading to the double-odd I M I n nucleus is about 
one order of magnitude less populated {a 50 mb at E, = 35 MeV) than 
the (p,2pn) reaction channel (« 500 mb at 35 Mev proton energy). This 
situation makes extensive in-beam studies of 10*In excited state* difficult. 

Search far homer» in 104Ci and iafCd hotopen. PartieU-Core Coupling in 
"*Cd Ifucieut 

The most pronounced reaction channels u wCd(pj>n) > MCd and 
l 0 ,Cd(p,p2n) 1 O 4Cd offer a chance for reinvestigation of the light radminm 
isotopes. There are still remaining ambiguities concerning the level schemes, 
in particular electromagnetic transition probabilities in 1 M C d and 1 M C d 
nuclei. For example the 21/2* isomer in ""Cd was reported') with half-life 
Ti/j = 4.5 /is, however, no excitation energy for this isomer was given. The 
assignment to 2518 keV level was made by evaluators of NDS 4). A search 
for this isomer was presently mad*. The illustration displayed in fig.fi. 10 
shows a possible isomer in this region of excitation but with a significantly 
shorter half-life of about & ns. A tracing of high-lying, long-living isomers 
in the I M C d nucleus ((liks in the neighbours 1 0 0 Cd , , ( a C d ( «• isomer ; 58 
as and 52 ns, respectively*) and u *Cd (12* fit as*)) was undertaken. In 
result the g-S.b. sequence of 651, 834, 878, 043 and TT5 ksv frays appears 
to be delayed ( T,/» a 2 ns) compared to the side band transitions like 
the 499 and 633 ksV rrays (ng.6.11). The long-living boost is probably 
connected with higher energy enrilslion and neede further investigations. 
A very interesting (salon of Cd aacM considered bar* is the remarkable 
structural coaaeetioa of ""Cd and ""Cd displayed in fig 6.11. This portion 
of lbs lev*) schema* illustrates the coupling of a g?/j neutron to the cor* 
state* of l 0*Cd. A couphng of other aeuuoo excitations like dt/t and bn/i 
to the cor* netted stale» is also observed (ref 4)). 

Hinlifleahn e/i-Jtase BeUntm, I» la* **C4(p.ln) —4 mC4(p,$u) «V 
ecrtea Casaaeb 

As «raa atraadjr ro*nUoa«d abet* «he spectroscopic stadia* of the ""U 
oucle.s via the l**Cd • p rsactioa ar* ntremeJy dlaValt becaoa* of the 
low nactioa croa» secttoa at asalea saatgiea below SI MeV. However, at a 
p*oloa energy of IT- l f Mev wear* the optimal cm* ssrtiaa la expected lor 
(p,2a)cbaaa*lltokiaaiåVatkaBofT)e)*det«ttis«lh*mb 
wsa pcaalbl». Oa lb* basis of l*Jali*t exert et toa fawctssas the faOowtag t-
ray» were mignii to " * !» 184, M4.1*3,4», «18, 8 » . «77. #78. «a». « 9 . 
983, 896, 1313, 1410 aad I4M b*V The tret excited stale, at 981 keV, ta 
la agiatrjuat with kfcraUScalio* ban lb* data* of M *Sa r ) . At lb* protoa 
•aergy of 3» M»V a sagHly sagaer «roa» SKliae (or (pMlmm ehaaaei 
give» a chance fe» a bak of ia-b*e*» data wWb already ksow» from la* 
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Figur* 6.11: Comparison of th* "«Cd and > M C d «xciUd atata* Uluatrat** 
the coupling of an f r/j twutron to UM COT» atalaa. 

decay itudim*). Hov/evar, th* nora datailad studia* of " " I D hifb-apia atata* 
raquir*, according to li» calculation» (0*4.9 and raf.')), a proton «nargy of 
about 30-10 MaV, which ia not availabla at th* Oalo cyclotron. 

Th* l 0 *Cd + coIUactleo 
Experimental daU on tb* ""-""Sn nucb» hav* b*a coUaclad in lh* 

prwrat work using lb* M*Cd(o^ra) raaction with hum «nargiai ranging 
b«tw*«n 34 and U M*V. Exp*run*nta aimUar lo tboat is th* protoo caa* 
hav* b m parfonmd, resulting ia a*w tnCormation oa tb* l*v«l sebra* of 
'"Sn. A r«ma»aabry Mroag population of th* (o jm)"»In and (o4p)w*Cd 
chanatk) ha* ahw bata obatrvvd al lb* alpha partiel* i*«rgy of about 39 
M*V. la thi* rna*» region lb* roi* of lb* two last rosatioaid rtactiona ia 
mor* important bstaus» lb* Coulomb barrkre at* nor* favoarabl* for lb* 
outccmlng proton*. 

Tb* l 0 *Cd 4 * H * Heactloa 
Tb* n coiacMvac* «ap*rin*at with *H« b*am ai lb* twwgy of 44 

M*V ba* b**n p*tfora*d wMh ib* bos» of obtaining non taJorautioa on 
( ,H*,p3a)M 'la. ('Hc^to) 1**» aad (*B»,4n),*»u reaction cbaaachv C*e» 
cinltjt taMnsUag H I M lo b* gatbcraig of M » «formalina oa «my rlnairj 
spacad stats» a» " t a wb*n a anbdagj of Mal** coaid poanbty b* otUctad 
(ref *)) Tb* aaatyaaj of daU ebtanud «a kl program 

rWmaca» 
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8. R. Bilden et el.,Z. lur Pby*., A329 (1988) 319 

0.3.3 Studies of High Spin S ta te s in I M C e 

J. Nyberg", J. Gascon*, M.P. Carpenter*, O. Jsrrestam', N. Jorup*, 
A. Johnson**, G. Sletten*. P. TjcVn, R. Wyss" 
"Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Dtnmmrk 

"Mann* Sjegbahn Institute of Phytic*, Stockholm, Sweden 

In one of the lint experiment» with NORDBALL the nucleus U 4 C e was 
studied by the reaction '"SnCO.snJ^Ce at E - 77 - 83 MeV The Utfet 
w s s a U mg/cm'thicxl^ of- -^noo a M.6mg/co* thick Aubacking. The 
NORDBALL detector system coasjslsd of 16 Ge-BGO spectrometers and a 
multiplicity Blur ef 10 BaFi detector». About 70 mDlioa -f» coincidence» 
were collected at M M*V. Each *v*at cosaiatad of the energy and Ine relative 
time of at least two >ray» detected withia 110 a» in tb» Ge-detectora and 
«be number of prompt T-ray» detected is the Bar", detectors (at laast w e 
ws» required). The data «ra* sorted bsto aa ET-E-I matrix and a St of all 
the colscidest peak» la lb* matrix was doae ueiaf a method developed by 
D Radford. All la* eftdeacy comctod coincidsacs bueaailis» ware atond 
in • databas* Sis. A prenmiaary kraal scheme era* coastracted by ike help 
of a program acrrearag thai Sis. A sabtractioa of las whole bachgrooad ia 
the matrix ws» also doa* sad the background sobuacted mauu was used 
for addltiosal analysis of the coiacideacs data. 

Several diflemrt rouiioaal band etraclaras were uhssi >««l. Tb* poaru*» 
partly yrast bead wa» extended *p la sara W* sad a sscoad barkhsad was 
observed at Sv at 0.47 M*V la lata bead. Tb* pruloealj kaowa euoagly 
coupled eegatr»* parity bead wa» uhesiiid a s to sata IS™ A plot of / , 
«erau» Sw Car lb*** bead* sl showa el Sg.6.11 fn«ral a*w Mroagly co*> 
pled ralaUoaal baad» warn ah» foaad Oae of than I» a bead when the 
A / m i uaaatliea» torapUliry Irssaaiii «war the A / » 1 ua—Itlaaa No 
ictatioaalbeadabaihoalopoflasMiaisric 10* «at* (T,/, • SWaa) coeld 
be ob*»r.ed. aMhoagh tal* stat» )e «troagry (»d by a IWw iriasltlrsi 

TWe*r*t%a**l*lrs»»lUar»e»liis«nsd»tthla«barpct"Tct^ 
Surface (TUS) caJcalatleaa beats' * • tb* **Awida lasua powaiial Tbaas 

« 
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Figur* 6.12: Angular o o n n l n a projected on tha rotational axia aa a func
tion of rotational frequency far the poutiv* parity (cuxlaa) and negative 
parity banda (triangla*) in U 4 C * . 

calculation* abow that tb* ground ataU band in U 4 C * i* triaxiall» deformed 
wilb fit — 0.U and 7 *J -SO*. b U > ( > > +,o • 0) aortace other minima 
appaar at t m +10* and -00* at largar rotational fncjaeaciaa. A «*ry 
pnlimisary interpretation of *om* of lb* obeereed batane ia: 

• Tha b i t cioaaing is th* poaUr** parity yraM band i* doa lo as align-
mcnl of a pair of *u/ j seatroaa and it driva* lb* Boclaar ahap* born 
1a» -SO* lo eoroething bemwn -40* and - (0* 

a Th* ncoad cicaaiag is ihia band ia da* lo as alignment of a pair of 
bn/j prolosa and it dri**a lb* «*cl**r ahap* bach l o t » -JO* 

• Tb* iaooMUk 10* *lat* and lb* tmrnlar M M obi»»id oa lop of it 
comepoad lo lb* i *» -90* mis imam obamrd Is lb* Trø. 

• Tor lb* elraagly coapbd aegalrt* parity band than an raasy pnaaflil* 
sttetpnufoaa. Is «hk l lb* ssc ln* uhaa tubs a prelaw, a trisaial 
e* as oblat* abap* It ia loo *ar ly al Ute Mag* lo gr** asy detail* 
urtganim of Ihi* «nclae*. Tb* east* » In* afew far lb* s w l y 
o beamed atnagty cotjphd rotational band* 

SO 
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Fifun 6.13: Unl Khan» of m W . 

0.3.4 Spactroacopic Studiaa of ">-"»w 

J.M. Eapino*. J.O. Giml', G.B. Bafamaaa*. P.O. Tjam, C.H Yu', 
M Bmpuoro-, J. Lyttkaaa*. L. Culao', P. Outran". 
H.Ryda" 
'Silk Boar laatitala, Unhmity of Cbpaoaafae, Daajnarlr 

" Uaivmily of Load, Luad, gw»daa 

Hifb apio aula* of ' " ' ' " W vara popolalad la aa uparimaat at Dana-
bury atlas laa raaclka M *Nd( < s a>- ts) wUa a baan aa vgy of 160 MaV 
Tba aaalyab of laa data la aow ia a vary ad*aacad alaaa. 

la m W , arwtal ptubfcm» «Ala «a aaiUat dacay atainn matlrectad trom 
Iowa» iacidaal aaarty dala kat* ban forråd. Tba yraal aaqaaata a> aatab-
liabad up U> laa 30* alata. la addlUoa. laraa Man rotatioaal aaoaaaoa. 
probably of aagalraa partly, ara ubainid ap to 3 1 ' . 36" aad JJ~ 

la l n W , laa grand «Uta (•/? r |aH|) la kaeara (ran a ncatt atady of 
baladacayaf "Mla'raf.1)). Tbara aaaaa»aoaa> *ary prafeaJaary tafarma-
Uoa BOB* laa kaaar aaargy raa ajiaUaaH abet*. Proa» laa praaaat dala «a 
a m aMantabad t*a roUltoaal aaam».— (aaa lf,6.U). Aaotaar aaaaaaea. 
faadtag atroaajy «Mo E. b) aa» uaauiaJ. ahaoas> «a baa* ai praaaH ao 
«cllaltaa aaaaaj aad ante aaajnajaaa» fat H. Taa rnaataa, ta laa t«o aa-
quaata» baft aa laa peaad Mala ( la . taa oaaa ariib aaaalroa partly) ara 
wry dJtVraat (a bJrty abarn bartbaadiac ia P. aa apbaad^g ia B) «*» 

SI 



note also that the continuation of F after the crossing is observed up to quite 
high spin; this is not the case for B. As for the positive parity sequences, the 
signature splitting makes them almost completely degenerate below the BC 
crossing. In such a situation, the favoured ( / + l , o = +1/2 - * i , a = — 1/2) 
transitions have extremely low energies and can only proceed by internal 
conversion, and the unfavoured (f ,a = —1/2 —* I — l , a = +1/2) transi
tions, thereby complicating the analysis. The degeneracy provides an in
teresting extreme situation for the study of magnetic dipole transition rate, 
B(M1; I —» / - 1). Due to a cancellation between the signature dependent 
term and the main diagonal term, the B(M1, J —• I - 1) for the unfavoured 
transitions gets very sensitive to the nondiagonal terms introduced by the 
rotational alignment. 

References: 

1. E. Runte et al., Z.Phya. A32S (1987) 373 

0.3.5 Observation of the Well Deformed B a n d in u , C e using 
•'O-Projeetuea 

J. Nyberg*. M.P. Carpenter*, J. Gascon*, G.B. Hagemann*, Y. Iwata*, 
D. JemstanT, A. Johnson". T. KomaUubara*. S. Ogasa*. G. Sletten*, 
P.O. Tjam, R. Wyss" 
* Niels Boa/ Institute, University o/ Cbpeaoafen, Dtommrk 

"Maane Sitgbabn Itutitula of Physics, Stockholm. Sweden 

Rotational bands with large moments of inertia and with large quadrupole 
moment» (corresponding to fit " "J - 0-4) ban* been observed by several 
poop» m tb* mass A •* 130 regie» during Ibe last tew year». Tb» knows 
case* an ""La, * t ,-**»C*, •*-»*'Nd aad u * J * 7 Sm. Theoretical olcBlalina» 
su|gast Ibal «be occupation of la* i a r t Matroa orbital la isaiiiHuiuli (or 
lb* occaraaey of lata* bead», la most of la* kaowa cam, «eluding mtU, 
*-*Sm aad **>Sm, lb* «Kjlaliea eangy aad tb* spa of lb*** bead* rtlaii** 
lo lb* known normally deformed band* a» «ull oakaoara. Tb* pnpnUlioe 
of lb* wall deformed bands nlatrv* lo la* normally dsfarmsrl oae* r*a«e» 
bom 1 lo 20M to lb* ease* «ac&ed so Car Projectile* ertlb masa Bombers 
32-M were used la la* p»»»loa» «adle*, la orde* la obtaai mor* taforma-
tie» (boat lb* todiag of lb* • » • deformed bead* oa* caa try lo «sella la ta 
by uslag prajectil** of dlsTma» aaass, iba* «arytag tb* «airy «ale aagnlar 
memsjalwn aad «tttatloa «an gy 

Aa aanimrat wse performed at NIU-TAt aasag la* rsaciioa '"«a 
(M04a)***Ce. Tb* w*B «MbraHd bead la ***C* w»a ««.toasly noealalid 
by lb* react*** "Mo("» Je)***C. at IW M*V «ad ti»UeCétM)a,Cm at 
ISO M*V) h w a m**aaf**MMa*) sbow ibat la* obaurnd bead la tt,0» 
ha* a «beat Mstiai* «casane*» wdb a hay «aadraaol* «aosaaot- Aaodde*. 
«ton* sua taoata la la» preeial stad» bwseis calcalatioa» of «cjeaabrwa» es

sa 
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Figure 6.14: A 7-ray spectrum obtained by summing several gates on tran
sitions in the well deformed band in l 3 1 Ce. The spectrum was measured at 
82 MeV and the transitions in the well deformed band are labelled by their 
energy in IteV. 

formations (Total Routhian Surfaces) indicate that the well deformed band 
becomes yrast at lower spin in this case than in an even-even nucleus. This 
is an important factor due to the limited angular momentum input in the 
"O-induced reaction. 

The experiment was performed using the NOROBALL detector system 
with IS Ge-BGO spectrometers and a multiplicity filter of 10 BaFj detectors. 
The target was a stack of two self-supporting foils of "'Sn, each with a 
thickness of about 400 jig/cm'. An excitation function was measured using 
the projectile energies 79, 82 and Be MeV. About 60 million 7—1 coincidences 
were collected at each energy. A l-rey spectrum measured at 83 MeV and 
gated on several transitions in the well deformed band is shown In fig.8.14. 

References: 

1 Y-X Loo el el., Z.Phys. A 3 » (1887) 125 

2. R. Julis, private communication 
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7.1 The Nuclear Many-Body Problem and Nu
clear Structure 

7.1.1 Realist ic Effective Interactions in Nucle i 

E. Oanes and T.T.S. Kuo" 
• State University of New York, Stony Brook, USA 

We review1) the efforts made over the last two decades to calculate the effec
tive interaction for the nuclear shell model, starting from the free nudeon-
nucleon interaction and using many-body theory. We begin by a brief de
scription of the interactions and the many-body methods used. Then, we 
review the early calculations of the effective interaction based on the phe-
nomenological nucleon-nudeon potentials obtained from fita to two-nudeon 
data by Hamada and Johnston and by Reid. We go on to discuss the results 
obtained with the more recent Paria and Bonn-Jiilicb potentials derived 
from meson-exchange theory. In particular, we point out bow serious prob
lems encountered in the early calculations, such as the slow convergence of 
the intermediate-state summation in various perturbation diagrams, have 
been resolved in the recent calculations, due to a weakening of the tensor-
force component in the new interactions. Thus, we believe that one can have 
some confidence in the effective intaraetiona obtained. In tact, these seem 
to be well described by the second-order approximation introduced by Kuo 
and Brown soma 20 yean ago. Compilations of useful effective interaction 
matrix elements throughout the periodic table will be given. 

References: 

1. E. Oanes nod T.T.S. Kuo, Physics Reports, to be published 

7.1.3 Th« Effacttva Interaction through Third Ordar 

M. rljortb-Jensea and E. Oanes 

We have studied the behavior of the eSective mtersctJoB In the (ed)-abell 
through third order with the mieon-theoretical Paria «ad Boon-Julkh po
tentials. Toe results ara compared with those obtained with the C-mairix 
of Kuo-Biown. t end oa the phesomeaologkal Hamsda-Johastoo potential 
The «citation tpecua at* rather similar, though the Paria potential gives a 
somewhat better fit through laird order, whereas it prodscee mora binding 
(or low-lying state» through third order. SUD, evidence fer ana-coovargaat 
behavior la louad in T « 0 «tale» 
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7.1.3 Tensor Decompos i t ion of the Effective Interact ion 

A. Holt, E. Osnes and D. Strottman* 
* Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the various effective interactions 
calculated from the meson-theoretical Paris and Bonn-Julich potentials, we 
have performed spin-tensor decompositions of the interactions. The results 
are compared with the corresponding interactions based on the phenomeno-
logical Hamada-Johnston potential. 

7.1.4 Hartree-Fock and Shell Mode l Calculations in the 
( id ) Shell w i t h Realistic Effective Interactions 

F. Brut*, E. Osnes and D. Strottman" 
' lnatitut dea Sciences Nucléaires, Grenoble, France 
" Loa Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA 

We have performed projected Hartree-Pock and shell model calculations 
of the positive parity states in the A = 21 and A = 23 nuclei using 
three different realistic effective interactions. One of these was evaluated in 
the so-called screened Tamm-Daacoff approximation') using the Hamada-
Johnaton potential while lbs other two were evaluated from the Bonn-Julich 
and Paris potentials including eeaenliaily all important kug-raags correla
tions to all orders'). The HP and shell model spectra are fairly close to each 
other and show reasonable agreement with the experiments! spectra. Also, 
the results compare favourably with those obtained using the Kuo-Brown 
and Preedom-Wildenlbsl interactions'). Further, the HP calculation ap
proximately reproduces the results of particle-rotor model calculations and 
thus accounts for the rotational features of these nuclei4). The results have 
been presented at several conferences*') sad a complete report is being writ
ten. 

References: 

1 T T.S Kuo and C. Osnes. Mud. Pbys A236 (1B74) J04 

1 S Cbakravarti, P.J EMs.TTS Kuo sad £ Ossa». Pays. U l t 108B 
(1M3) HI 

3 F Brut, N MaoJtoc-Dofstalk and S. Jaag. Nod Pays A304 (1971) «29 

4 E. Oanee sad F Brut, la Proe lal. Syrna, oa Nuclear Shell Mod
els. FailadeJpai*. ISM. ed. M. Valliercs «ad BJ1 WlMeaiaal (World 
Seieatoc. Singapore. ISU) p Til 

5 F Brut. C Osaes sad D. Slrotlmaa. BaO.Am.Pbys.Soc 31 (ISM) (IS 
sad Praclal Nucl Pays. Coat.. Harrogate. Vol. t (19M) 77 
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7.2 Nuclear Reactions 
7.2.1 Proximity Interaction between Deformed Nuc le i 

K. Idland and T. Engeland 

The nuclear interaction potential playa a central role in the description and 
analysis of colli&iona between heavy iona. In reaction! with light iona the 
interaction potential ia a function of the distance between the fragments 
along the center line. However, when heavy deformed nuclei are involved, 
substantial corrections to such a description are expected. One alternative 
approach is the so-called proximity treatment of the interaction potential. 

In the present project we investigate the effect of the proximity potential 
method when both target and projectile are deformed. The basic theory is 
discussed in refs. 1 - 4 ) . We have developed a method and a computer code to 
calculate the proximity distance between two sxially deformed fragmenta. 
Up to L = 6 angular momentum components are included in the description 
of the deformed surfaces. This is used to calculate the interaction form 
factor for a heavy ion reaction using the Coupled Channel Code QU1CC 
from reference ' ) . 

As a first test of the method we are presently investigating the effect of 
a strong bexsdexapol* deformation. Two cases are of special interest here 
- "O on , M S m and "O on , M W , the first one with a A •> 0.4 whereas 
the second one baa fit as -0.10. The change in sign is expected to strongly 
enhance the difference between central and proximity prescription. 

Both the cases mentioned above have spherical projectile. Our next step 
would then be to analyse a heavy ion reaction cross section with a deformed 
projectile. 

Reference*: 

1. J. Block, et a»., Ann. of Pays. 10» (197?) 437 

2. J rUndrup and J.8. Vaages, Phys. U l l TTB (1097») 170 

3. A J Balls and 8 F Bayman. Pbys Rev C M (>M3) IMS 

4. BT Bayman. Pbys. Re». C S4 (ISM) 1S46 

4 A J Baha. Pbys. Rev C U (ISU) 140 
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7.2.2 The Nuclear equation of S t a t e and the P h a s e Transi
t ion t o the Quarlc-Gluon P lasma 

A.K. Holme*, E.F. Johansen*, L. Csernai*, E. Osnes and D. Strottman" 
* Uaiveraity of Bergen 
" Loa Alamos National Laboratory, Loa Alamos, USA 
A simple phenomenological model for the nuclear equation of state is in
troduced and the dependence of the phase boundaries on the parameters is 
discussed. The equations for relativistic shocks are then applied to study 
the compression of hadronic matter and the hadronization of super-cooled 
baryon-rich plasma. 

7.3 The Foundation of Quantum Physics 
7.3.1 T h e Non-Separabi l i ty in Quantum Phys ics 

H. And** and K. Gjstterud 

Questions concerning the completeness of quantum theory, as Brat raised 
by the famous EPR - paper*) and discussed by N. Bohr*), have gained 
renewed interest dus to the results of ths polarisation correlation exper
iments published by Aspect et al.*) and the delayed choice experiment 
published by Hellmuth et al.*). Ths Aspect experiment demonstrates the 
ooo-separabibly, «ves lor system» with a space extension of about 10 me
ters, ss described by quantum theory. It violates the Bell*) inequality and 
falsify thereby local extra«*ri*ll« theorise (or quantum phenomena. The 
Hellmuth experiment demons* rslss the Impossibility, «ren with a delayed 
choice of the appropriate boundary conditions, to appoint a definite orbit 
to an electromagnetic quantum ba as interferometer. So far all attempts at 
constructing sa experiment gWing a mora detailed information about a sys
tem than afforded by quantum mechanics sums futile, la Isis respect the 
practical realuatloae of las Emelett - Bohr - Wheeler "gedenken" exper
iments supports the completeness of quantum theory'). It is evident that 
the aoo-eeparabUily Is a meia feature of quantum phenomena') A closer 
inspection is therefore mad* of the underlying sssiinnilliim on «bleb the 
Bell e inequahly I* basse* 

References: 
I A. DaeMia. B. Podokhy. N Rosea. Pays Re* 4T (19») TT7 
3. N Boar. Nature 1**»( 193») 64 

Pays Re» 4» (HOS) 6B6 
Albert EaMMa Ptrilosopber-Sciealls». 
sd. P A. Scailpp. Tads*. New York (IMI)1S9 

3 A. Aspect, P Ctaagm. Proc. tat. Symp. 'Fowadauosa of Qoaatasa 
Mecka****. Tokyo, I9U. « « 
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4 T. Hellmuth, H. Walter, A. Zajonc, W. Schleich, Phy». Rev. A35 
(1987) 2532 

5. J.S. Bell, Pbyiic*. 1 (1964) 195 

6. H. Anda», Cand. Scient Thai*, University of Oalo (1987) 

7. H. Andaa, K. Gjetterud, Pra Fyaikliena Verden 49 (1987) 76 (in Nor
wegian) 

7.3.2 Interpretation of Quantum Mechan ic ! 

K. Gjøtterud and T. Bergen* 

In an article, inapired by tb* EPR-p«p«r and entitled 'Die gegenwartige Sit
uation in der Quantenmechanik**), E. Schrodinger diacui* the now famoua 
" Cat Paradox*. It a m » to ua that the " Cat Paradox* baa introduced confu-
•ion into the epiatomolofical dianiarion of Quantum Pbyaica by not making a 
•umciently abarp diatinctioo between what "we do conacioualy know* about 
a quantum eyatem and what *w* can poeaibly learn* given the boundary 
condition* denning the very nstem. W* wiB defend the theei» that on'j the 
latter ha* relevant* in the quantum context. 

Referent**: 

1. E. Scbrodinger, NalurwiearacbaAen 33 (1BJS) t07 
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Chapter 8 

Other Fields of Research 

8.1 Measurement* of Radioactive Fall-out and Radon 
A. Stomuta, S. SU«n*. «ad P C Kj.ll»" 
"Section for EUctmaia, Institute clPkyacM. 
"SUf«n StilWiyddiaaitoi, Suekiolm, Savdaa. 

1B 186» PtcfmGf KM. Sarar! is 8—di» art op M «urinn» ibrougbout 
lb* country far conlinnoa» P M a n a n U of lb» «BviraaiBOBtal -r-radialioo. 
During lb» Cbrroobyl acciora* Ibo» lUtioM far* lk« boat information» 
avaOabl* is Scaadburia, BacaaH of tkia «sporane*, it was propnatd by 
lb» Swwtiab •Slataa* StrtUyddiaotJtal*. BSI, «ad lb* Norawflaa ' S u u u 
InMilall far Suliakyfi»»»*, SB, lo aMabliab atalioa» with m ipodfaiaad 
«gujpnwal, wakb coald b» — 4 fat taatawui pii—iumiaH of 7-radialioa 
•ad *a>ty waraJaf of radloacti** phaM*. Suiioa* «rttk fompalibl» aauip-
nwat far lb* two toaatriai wool J b> Tii—bl». 

frc4c4ypoifara«*,amoara»oaipa»iat*»naowb»»acoB»troct»d- K n 
prototyp** far bbjb yiaian ioaiaotfo» riajanar* bar* b*o» d***iop*d at 
SSI (PC Kj»U») A a** bam tjaanaW far •OMO carrcau. LAIC, fca» 
bora dawtopod at lk» Uamntay of Oalo (S. Su*o>) Ton» ptfiorowd at 
Ik» tow activity rooa at SSI. ban abowa laal wflb tASC roaaarted la 
Ik» loaaiaUoa fiaadur lb» bwlrwaial annum t-ray jaliaainlai a* to» aa 
1/10 of la* aonaal larba—aul aackfraaad laéawiea. Tb» «spar boat 
la la lb**» <aa* • * by riraaabamtwa • lb* bajb aiiajni rbiajiiii watt* 
la U t d «Mb allroaaa ar argaa ap M a I I I O M H af 30 aim «tok j» oo» 
foiag aa «a SCt aaa) SIS ft* dataa lb» Maain* ihtliaalc roaamiua» fro» 
Unlaram I I da*aM amiaa* (Vaacb ar» wrcMd) lo lb* aaala aralrab) at 
SSI la Soidia aad at «S a> Norway. 

CaaUaaaa anariiaiiali at lb» todoo «oaciaOoUo* la air <*• b» par-
ferawd by •oaaoilia*. I at» loaaiaHoa cbarabor lo lb* LASC aaapUar 
Darta* lb» tow *»ar aa* owb aa* bat baaa aard ft» amoaii lb* «Sort of 
kataarad watirouoa • lb» IwaaiiM aad at lb* p — d Sow • * m i n 
***** k n * a» ab» abal» Tko ratoa taocoauaUaa • lb* gonad Soot var> 
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ied with ventilation from around 60 Bq/m3 during days with ventilation on, 
to around 12 000 Bq/m3 during night*, when the ventilation w u off. 

For continuous radon measurements radon diffuses into the ionization 
chamber through valves. One unit with such chamber is installed at SIS for 
continuous registration of the radon concentration in their standard room 
for calibration of dosemetcrs. 

8.2 Wet Breathing Gas 
N.T.Ottcstad * and A. StorrosU 
'Ottestad Breatbinf System A/S, Tansberf. 

The project *Wet Breathing Gas* started in 1887, when N. T. Ott*. 
atad was a staff member at the University Division of Occupational Health 
and Working Environment. Later Ottestad ha* established his own firm: 
Ottestad Breathing System A/S, Taosberg, for the purpose of producing 
equipment for divers in cooperation with Viagboga Mekaniske Verkstad A/S, 
Teosberg. 

The main participants daring lb* testing of this equipment, the OBS 
system, ha» bean the Norwegian Underwater Technology Center (NUTEC), 
Norsk Hydro and Statoil. Tb* project has financially mainly besn supported 
by Statoil, Industrifondet (repayable (nat ) sad NTNF. 

Tb* basic ideas was to elimisal* lb* diver* respiratory beat lose by ueing 
saturated, warm breathing gas. The» w* «peeled lo improve the divers 
physiological and physical foadiltna* at iatermediale sad terg* depths, aad 
also to «stead (be act**) depth (or dry sail diviag. 

A 1*4 of «perineal* har* besa carried oat with breathiag pa tatnpeja» 
lure of 10* - ¥f C. The nnirtoaial* bawstrosgry bsdicatod last rnoisteaed, 
wan» bfSSlhasf |*e (as coarpsred lo Hwilltoaal toadkioasd braalaiaf gas) 
«mtribule* to lbs •atasoaaac» of lb* drvsis bsal bslsac*. meal*) ability 
aad hng raaclioa», 

The «perineal* bat* show* thai a higher breetbisg gas urnpereior* «t 
accept**) If lb* gas a> avoavlered. TV*» w* batt*** Ibai lbs respiratory beat 
Ices caa be rsdacsd at say dsatfc wttboal say daKceaion far lb* drear*. 
Thermal beJaac* <aa Iherefar* a* abtaiaid with lows» aUa Icavpeestar* 
compared la UwaWeaaf brsalbiaa,, Tb» leasyenui» bawd* bol wale* «arte 
caa be towered. This aga», abeald redwe* arable**» srtcb as* aam ecoMs 
(To have lb* ii«aww)or) boa* Was «ossseMeiy eavswaaesd ****** la caas* 
diKamfart far mm divem) 

Ov»s*tl*wl»««t»»»|*»s»l»»^ 
«aataaaod dew» lo 4M> ansa art*» dsath Tb» pirvarraaare baa arosid 
lo bebwUn «bast la» aay otbse bnalbiag *n>*» lested at tbea* ****** 
li baa saw b**a diioaioswd ifcat la* sat of biwllid asealhwg «a» at*. 
v*a<* / iftairtnn r*a*j arabl*** to» aVrara «bo an beast uswted (or duoai 
presaieSBieaae** <A «waned 4»>»*V»»al lb* rteti«o«J rlypestwvt Cewtr», 
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Centre, Aberdeen - autumn 1088). Thue the basic ideaa have been euccee-
fully demonstrated, and OBS breathing syetema are installed in chambera 
and welding habitata to be uaed down to 400 m in the North Sea. Statoil 
and Norsk Hydro require* the uee of humified gaa in their diving operation!. 
Beaidei, OBS ia the only breathing eyatem which fullfilla the Norwegian 
Petroleum Directorate and the Department of Energy'* guideline* with re-
apect to work of breathing. 

During the laat two year* OBS baa developed an Underwater Breathing 
Apparatus, UBA. Lik* the closed circuit breathing system, BfBS(B-400) 
and the welder ma*k ayatem, BJBS(W-400) it provide* warm, humidified 
breathing gaa. It ia expected to perform wall at vary large depth due to 
a apecial pneumatic feature combined with the OBS demanded regulator. 
The humidifier a* well a* the demanded regulator* in the OBS breathing 
system* have been patented in «vera! cotutriaa (NO 140 ITS and NO 812 
928 respectively). 

The experimental activity i* centered around the laboratory of OBS 
A/S in T*neb«g. Moat of the teat* an carried out is • breathing simulator, 
which ia build into a diving b*U. la additioa the firm haa a email pool where 
simple manned tenting ia carried out. 

8.3 Tb* Solar Energy Group. 
8 L. Andersen, H. Am***». 1. Eepe. O. Berbjfraeeo. M. MeUea* and J. Rat-
atad. 
'Solar T*en„ BUaoVra. 

The solar eaefgy group ia iandved ia roast rarlioa aad evainslioa of 
solar eaefgy device* far doaneatlr aad piadacUoa pwpoaea. W* bat* during 
la* laM year» gatard «ra«ri*aca* afcoat water aid atrbaard ajati— k la 
poaaibl* lo tatorporaU eolar ifati— la * • iltags wtlaa» coata reaaaaiabai lo 
other energy eaarca*. (oiar eaergy far dryiaf psrpoaaa para la* javaweaeats 
wilnla a few year*. A aolar eaergy r/auai avast ba*v a total «akieacy of at 
hart SO * . Oa lb* otarr bead, it a> both «ally aad lacbakai dUbndt la 
operate with egjkawta» sam* St %. Ta» roaclaatoa la baaed oa dau from 
I I diaVrtrt solar eeergy boaer* as aewlbu* Norway Oa* of itaa* a) a bar 
dryiag «yet*** «MaaWd at aa aMilad* of MOD m. Total anawanw coal» far 
waterbaard sjau era luaa»ratla* fa* raaat aad «ajar eaalaag. I* NOK 1400 
per *»* aahr paaal ana. Ta» atramaaaH anfada* a beat afar*, atvwauwaaia 
fa* aay dryaig «yiliaa» la i n l r l m l i » basar, ft a> NOK M0 par at* «alar 
panel ana. Eaergy arMe» an * * • « • NOK 040/h Wk aad NOK 0.T0/I Wb 
far d*s»*eH« pan*»» Drytag tf*mm — laaalrnlai at prkae araaad NOK 
OlOAWa.lfcryawil ir i t l i ib ileal i t TW«nariaarJa»af la» aamaaw») 
eyeiMwaMaaMatHVI.WBvakaiaHtMalaw AiraaanJdryer«yauwaaare 
warkaat •> *JM*M»ai af M % . Tfc* aakar «aatgy grawp a) Irywa) «a* «ma 
syeteaH ta several awfaraa* plan* «aeartag la* «wat* laaairy, •*» «span. 
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during a S years period, to have pilot plants in many different climate xones 
in Norway. 
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Chapter 9 

Seminars and Lectures 

0.1 Seminara 

Datai 
02.02 M. Gattormaea aad 

T. Jacobare: 

24.06 J. KowaadO: 

07.08 J. Kowaacki: 

06.0» T. T. 8. Koo: 

30.0* T. T. S. K K 

13.03 R. Maas: 

37 0a J. Kowaacki: 

WOO 1 Konacai 

11.0» f Slofdat 

2100 M. HjoHa-Jaaae* 

0411 M. Hjarta Iraata 

Dåvaaaoo of tha couraai 
FYS 370 Nadav Pnjac» and 
FYS 330 BamaaUry Partiel* Phjraka 
Raport from lb* Copanhafa 
Nadav Slractar* Workshop I 
Raoott from Ika CoDaahaaaa 
Nadaar Stracton Workaaop n 
CoBapM of Rlag Diafnaa aad 
Paaa» TtaaatHna* I 
Coflapaa of Riat Diacraraaaad 
Paaa» TVaaallinaa II 
SaaamlriBfK A No» Uak b o w 
Pajtaka aad Malanaalka 
TW Bacwoa BpacUooaHar Pumal 

Eaaparkal BActlva latatarlrna» 
ataaad Cloard Sad Nodak 
Olabal Caaaaaa ka taa Alavoapaarar 
Oaaaa aad otaar Tracar Caaat 
BfacCrra taWratUoa* ta Auaac 
Payaks * * • Mxaaaa kaa Nadaar 
Maaj-BaA» Tatar? I 
Oacltn tataraoioaa la AloaaH 
Pbjaka «Mk Maika* tnm Nadaar 
Maaj Body Taaary B 



25.09 T. Speditad Tveter: Report from the Nordic Summerachool 
in Nuclear Physic* I 

08.11 T. Speditad Tveter: Report from the Nordic Summenchool 
in Nuclear Physio» B 

22.11 J. Kownacki: Low-Lying Level» in > M I n and Spin-
Mixing Problem* in the HyperSne Field* 

I» 



Chapter 10 

Committees, Conferences 
and Talks 

10.1 Committees and Various Activities 
Extmul committa» and activiiia* only ate liiud. 

T.Enf tjaad: Mambat at taa Board at Ibm Norwegian PbyaicaJ Society 
(NFS). 
Rahtea to» Nockar Phytic» u d Phytic* Laitara. 

K.Gjatterad: Raftraa fot Kodaar Phytic* aad Phytic* Schpu. 
Chairman of ito coouniite* far tarn Liai and Uo Eiuaiar 
proa. 
Unseat of laa cammiua* far Taa Kaoi Raad Scaolataaip. 
Vlanfcat of Taa Notvesiaa PayakaJ Sociaty'i Huaaa Rif>la 
C2onsn)uaar 
Mtnbcr of'blaraalioaal Fadatalioa of Sri—tlata fat Sowt 
Ra&ajaika*. 

MCail iKMH: Mtmba» of laa Board of laa Naclaar Payatt» Gaamiuaa af 
Ika NomsMa PayateaJ SocaHy. 
Drpaly Matnatt of lae NaUoaal Casaaallaa tot Had—* R» 
wank 
Raftm fat Hatha» Phyaka aad faMatar* far Pay»)* 

T.Kollabtai: ftaliaaa» of TW Noraiglaa llaadtidinnna OriaariaHoa 
•ab-Céaaasuaa fat Tacaakal aad Pay ale a] Uatt» 

r tattotttaaa Dtpaty Sanaa* af Ika Sdeaca CoaatH of TW Mart ina 
Htatatifc Caaacil fat lciia«ia aad aaaaaaWam 
Mawsii af Baatfy fUaaajta Adiaaaj Caaaajliaa. Oast of 
Oil aad Isa*? 

W 



S.Messelt: Referee for Nuclear Instruments and Methods. 

E.Osnes: President of the Norwegian Physical Society. 
Member of the Advisory Committee of Nuclear Physics of 
NORDITA. 
Co-editor (with T.T.S. Kuo) of International Review of Nu
clear Physics, published by World Scientific Publ. Comp.. 
Referee for Nuclear Physics, Physics Letters B and Physics 
Scripts. 

J.Relcstad: President of the Board of Directors of'FOSFOR" (Research 
Foundation for the Oslo Region). 
Member of the Board of Directors of NAVF. 
Member of the National Committee for Nuclear Research 
(NAVF). 
Member of the Board of Directors of Innovasjonssentret A/S. 
(until May 1988) 
Member of the Board of Directors of " International Cardio
logical Institute for Therapeutic Research*. 
Project Director for the Science Park in Oslo (until May 
1988). 
Member of a Solar House Committee in Østfold Fylke. 
Member of the Council of KREANOVA. Material Technol
ogy Network CanUr in Haugesund. 
Referee for Nuclear Physics. 

R.Taagan: Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science. 

P.O.Tjfm: Member of the Nordic Committee for Accelerator Baaed Re
search (NOAC). 
Referee lor Nuclear Physics. 

10.3 ConferancM 
The Section of Nuclear Physics participated la the Annual Meeting of lac 

Norwegian Physical Society, Oslo, June IS. - 16. 1988. 
J. Kownecki partidpaud la the coafereace: Nuclear Structure of the Zirco

nium Regies. Phyask sentrera. Bad Hoaaef, Fad. Rep. of Germany, 
April 14. - 28. ISM. 

T. Eagelaad participated la The Workshop on Quantum Chaos at 
NORDITA, Copeabagea. November 23. - 2S. 1988. 

« 



10.3 Visits and Talks 
M.Guttormsen: Invited talk: "First Generation Gamma Rays from Heated 

Rare Earth Nuclei". Experimental Group Meeting» Niels 
Bohr Institute, Denmark, Febr. 8. 1988. 
Invited talk: "Heated Nuclei Studied by particle - 7 Spec
troscopy. "Colloquium at the Section for Nuclear Chemistry, 
University of Oslo, Febr. 2. 1988. 

J. Rekstad: Invited talk: "Take the Research Policy back to the Uni
versities." Norwegian Academy of Science, Oslo, Jan. 17. 
1988. 
Invited talk: "Nuclear Physics: Big Science for small Na
tions on Microscopic Objects." The Annual Meeting of the 
Norwegian Physical Society, Oslo, June 13. - 16. 1988. 
Participant in Panel Discussion on Energy Technology to
ward year 2000. Nordic Energy Conference, Stavanger, sept. 
26. - 28. 1S88. 
Participant in Panel Discussion on Material Science Re
search. Nordic Seminar on Material Technology, Oslo, Oct. 
13. - 14. 1S88. 
Invited Ulk: "What can University Research Offer the In
dustry?" and participant in panel disrussirm 00 "Doctor Ed
ucation for Norwegian Industry." NTH, Trondheim, Oct. 20. 
1S88. 
Invited talk and participant in Panel Discussion: "Evalua
tion as Tool ia NAVF, Possibilities, Limitations, Solutions." 
NAVF. Oslo, D« . 7. 19M. 
Invited ulk ia the occslioo of the official opening of Inter
national Cardiological Institute for Therapeutic Research 
The University Aula. Osb, Des. 14. IBM 

M 



Chapter 11 

Theses, Publications and 
Reports 

11.1 T h e s e s 

1. Hanne Arnesen: 
"DYb ««died by the reaction l"Yb(d,t) ,roVb. 
Cud. Scient. then*. 

11.2 Scientific Publications 
1.1.3.1 Nuclaar Phytic* and IiMtrumanUtlon 

1. T. BaUcb, J. Kowaacki, Z. Zwanqr. M. Gultormeen. T. Rinar/ u d 
1. Raaatad. 
Particle-cote MuhiplcU b "Y . 
Phytic» tcripta, Vol. J7 (ISM), SO 

2. T.T.S. Koo ud E. Oaae* 
AppUcstloo of Folded Diagram* lo Alonk u d Molecular Stracton 
Calculation* 
Chapter ia a Mooofrana oo Folded Oiacran*. Spriafar Lecture 
Not** Is Pbyak* (ISM) 

3. T.T.S. KooaadCOaaa*. 
CruMer Mode» aad Other Took» 
lateiaalioaai Ravi*» of Nadaar Payer». Vol 4. IBM World 
Straaiiic, Sataapar*. (IMS) 

4. T. Rama**. B. BJeifce, a Saaab aad J Wlksa. 
DAISY, a VMC bated Dala AqararUoa Syataa ler the Oefe 
CycloUoa Labor awry. 
Pro*, of la* *VMC ha* ia RanattV coattnac*. Iftrica. Oct (IMS) 
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5. G. Løvhøiden, S. El-Kazzaz, J.R. Lien, K. Heyde, J. Reltstad, C. 
Ellegaard, J.H.Bjerregaard, P. Knudsen and P. Kleinheinz. 
Study of High-Spin Hole Stateo in , 4 S Nd. 
Nucl. Phys. A481 (1988) 71 

6. EM. Beck, H. Hiibel, R.M. Diamond, J.C. Bacelar, M.A. 
Delaplanque, K.H. Maier, RJ. McDonald, F.S. Stephens and P.O. 
Tjøm. 
Loss of Collectivity along the Yrast Line in 16*Er. 
Phya. Lett. B (1088). 

11.2.2 Solar Energy 

1. C. Choudbury, S.L. Andersen and J. Rekst ad. 
A Solar Air Heater for low Temperatura Applications. 
Solar Energy, Vol. 40 no.4 (1988) 335 

11.3 Scientific and Technical Report* 

11.3.1 Nuclear Phys ics and Instrumentat ion 

1 A. Atac, M. Guttormsen, J. Rekstad and TS. TnUt. 
Gamma-decay of '"Yb after the (r,r') Inelastic Reaction. 
Department of Physics Report M-22, Unr». of Oslo (ISM). 

2. M. Guttormsen 
Eksperimral.il Kjernefysikk. 
Department of Physics Repen M-07. Uor». of Oslo (IMC). 

3 E. OHM» (<d.) 

laienalioaal Evaluation of NORDITA 
FPU Publication ao. 9 
Ncvdk Council of Ministers, Copeobafee (•«*») 

4 i RsksUd. 
Evaluering som rsoskap ) NAVF 
Udet for w beid mtd lnnsiiliag be t i otvelg aedesu a» NAVF » 
styre. (ISU) 

4 A. Stwiusu eg E. Lane» 
Minng av radea eg «sdeadetrc sssd rekk» mtaUet 
OeparuneM of Paysks Report »•<*, Oar» of Oslo (ISM) 
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11.3.2 Solar Energy 

1. S.L. Andersen, H. Arnesen, C. Choudhury, M. Meblen, J. Reiestad, J. 
Skjeret, M. Wan gen and J. Wikne. 
Drammen - prosjektet, Solenergi til boligformal. 
Rapport til Drammen Kommune nov. (1988). 

2. M. Mehlen, S.L. Andersen, H. Arnesen, 1. Espe, O. Herbjørnsen, J. 
Rekstad, J. Wikne og A. Amundsen. 
SOLTUN, boliger med solenergi til oppvarming av rom og varmtvann. 
En presentasjon av malinger og erfaringer ba husene, Oslo / 
Sarpsborg nov. (1988) 

11.4 Non-Scientific Publications (In Norwegian) 

1. K. Gjøttsrud. 
Kvantefysikk. 
Artikkel i "Hvem Hva Hvor*, Chr. Schibstsds Forlag, Oslo (19M). 

2 T. Holtsbskk. 
Divsras artiklar i Aschehoug og Gyldendals Stors Norsk* Leksikon. 2. 
utgav* (1918). 

3. 0. Hoh*? og F. IngebrrUra 
Fi* tUdakts*en*. 
Fr* Fysikk*** Verden Vol. W No.1 (IBM), 2 
Fr* Fysikken* Verden Vol. 60 No-2 (1988). S5 
Fr* Fysikk*» Verden Vol rø No.3 (IflM). 88 
Fr» Fysi*»*»* Verden Vol M No.4 (1988). 83 

*. t. Ose*» 
A/MMldtag «o» Norsk Fy*ttk Stkksy 1987 - 1988 
Fr* Fysikk*** Verden 80. NcJ (1988) TC. 

4 C. Oa*m 
Apart br** lii Kf tagkMUiafWsdel Bw Hyret i Norsk Fråtak Selskap 
F » Fysikk*» Veid** 80 No.4 (1988) 109 

e i lUkMad 
Cvahmteg sem rmfckap» NAVF 
Ud*r for arbeid «Md *»**mfag b»*t «trakt «*»h*n •* NAVF* Myr* 

7 T.S. Tv***» 
UeorMMfmiMsiag hr rVJIIJ-*»**** JyUefraktabcnlorM, 
1988 
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11.5 Mass Media, Interviews and Reports 

1. K. Gjetterud 
Relativitetetaori, kvanteteori of New Age. 
Intervju i NRK P2 2. man (IMS). 

1. P. Ingebretaen 
Norgee tunte Dig iul-maakin 
Intervju i DIGITAL-NA, Februar (1988). 

3. F. Ingebretaen 
"Hvorfor byær kaldt mineralvans air Hæken apnea" 
Intervju i "Verdt å vite', NRK 26 Man (IB68) 

4. F. Infebntaen 
"Hvorfor akrur en ball* 
Intervju i 'Verdt 1 vite", NRK 30 April (1988) 

5. F. Iniebrtlera 
- Mt folge mad i atomforakniag 
Intervju i Arbeiderbladet 26 April (1968) 

6. J Rekalad. 
AfommveUrWt p i Boodera. 
Reportaaje i Afteopoete» 17. man (19(8) 

7. J RakaMd. 
9olmMfci oe aijiw, 
Intervju t «Slaa «r avet". NRK Pl 80 mai (I9M) 
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FYSISK INSTITUTTS 
8 FORSKNINGS-

GRUPPER 

DEPARTMENT OF 
PHYSICS 
RESEARCH SECTIONS 

Allmennfysikk og didaktikk 
Biofysikk 

Elektronikk 
Elementærpartikkelfysikk 

Fasle stoffers fysikk 
K|ernefys«kk 

Plasma- molekylar- og 
kosmisk !ysikk 

Teoretisk fysikk 

General Physics 
Biophysics 
Electronics 

Experimental Elementary 
Particle physics 
Condensed Matter physics 
Nuclear physics 
Plasma-. Molecular and 
Cosmic physics 
Theoretical physics 


